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Abstract

This thesis documents the development of position based impedance control for

implementation on an industrial hydraulic manipulator. The implementation is made

possible by a novel Nonlinear PI (NPI) controller. The NPI controller is demonstrated to

improve position tracking accuracy on an existing industrial hydraulic manipulator by a

factor of five relative to an optimized linear PI controller, without sacrificing regulation

accuracy or robustness. The position based impedance controlled manipulator,

incorporating the NPI controller, is shown to be capable of motion in free space, static and

dynamic force control, and controlled environmental collisions in both flexible and stiff

environments.

Theoretical zuralysis shows that the position based formulation of impedance

control has different force control behaviour from the torque based fornulation.

Experimental work confitms a new relationship, dedved herc, between explicit folce

contt'ol and position based impedance control. Further theoletical work shows that the

existence of any steady-state positioning error will lead to recuning oscillatory behaviour

if the static component of the target impedance is less than twice the stiffiress of the

combined environment and force sensor. Experiments demonstrate this limitation, and

show that application-specific compensation methods can be used to decrease the apparent

manipulator stiffriess without compromising stability.
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1. lntroduction

1.1 Objectives

The field of robotics has seen rapid growth and development in the last two

decades. Robots have been introduced into industry with great success. Applications

such as welding and spray painting have been especially well suited to robots because they

do not require environmental interaction. For applications such as these, it is sufficient for

the manipulator to track a predetermined trajectory in space. However, there is a large

class of potential robotic applications lequiring envilonmental interactions. Reaming,

boring, drilling, routing, grinding, bending, scraping and chipping are all examples of such

tasks. The position based controllers that work so well fol painting and welding take no

accollnt of forces due to environmental interaction. They are therefore ineffective and

even dangerous in these applications. What is needed is a method to control the forces of

interaction between the manipulator and the environment. The goal of this work is to

develop a formulation of position based impedance control (PBIC) fol implementation on

an existing industrial hydraulic manipulator. The performance of the controlled

manipulator in a set of tasks will be documented under a variety of conditions.

1.2 Background of the Problem

About 15 years ago, advances began to be made in the area of force control. The

following chapter presents an overview of the work that has been done in this area. The

fruits of this work are then examined in tems of their applicability to industrial hydraulic

manipulatols. First, however, some terminology and the nature of the general force

conhol problem will be explained.

In general, a manipulator consists of a series of rigid bodies refen'ed to as links.

Adjacent links in the chain ale connected by joints, each joint usually allowing one degree-

of-freedom, either rotational or translational. The point at the end of the manipulator is

teferred to as the end-effector, being a gripper or some other implement. The Cartesian

position and orientation of the end-effectol' is reprcsented as the vector x, and is related to



the set of generalized joint coordinates q through kinematic relations. The Jacobian

matrix J providing the differential relationship between these quantities, i.e. ôx:Jõq. The

same matrix relates the Cartesian forces at the end-effector, f, to equivalent generalized

joint torques, T, through its transpose: T : Jtf.

The fundamental problem facing force control is this: force and position are

conjugate variables, and therefore both cannot be specified simultaneously. This

constraint is easily recognized from simple Newtonian mechanics; from Newton's second

law, to simultaneously control force and position (and, through its derivatives,

acceleration) would be to control the physical mass of the system, which is impossible.

Therefore, simultaneous control of collinear positions and forces is also impossible.

Position based impedance control is one method of trading off the control of position ancl

force in a way that is consistent with this reality.

There are a numbel of challenging practical considelations which are particular to

this wol'k specifrcally. These diff,rculties stem from the desire to apply the contr.oller

developed herein to an existing industrial hydraulic manipulator possessing many

nonlinearities and nonidealities. Two snch plactical considelations, Coulomb friction and

actuator deadband present particularly troublesome impediments to successftil

implementation of any control strategy.

1.3 Outline of the Thesis

This work is developed as follows:

l) A review of the literature relating to the objectives of this work, as outlined above, is

presented. This review will suggest that a position based formulation of impedance

control is particularly well-suited to the problem of controlling industrial hydraulic

manipulators (Chapter' 2).

2) The theoretical underpinnings of impedance control are cliscnssed, and the controller

strucfllre is given (Chapter 3).



3) A nonlinear PI position controller is developed for use with the impedance controller.

Each step in the development is experimentally documented, showing the progression

from a simple linear PI controller to a robust and accurate nonlinear contloller

(Chapter 4).

4) The impedance controller is tested by a wide range of tasks and under very different

environmental conditions (Chapter 5).

5) Some fundamental limitations of the position based impedance control technique are

dedved and demonstrated experimentally. Techniques to circumvent these limitations

are suggested and tested. The relationship between the position based formulation of

impedance control and the more common torque based fomulation is derived and

disctlssed, showing previously unremarked diffelences between the techniques

(Chapters 6 e.7).

6) Conclusions about the merits of the position based impedance control technique are

presented, along with tecommendations on areas for futurc improvement ancl

exploration (Chapters 8 & 9).



2. Background

As already stated, the first developments in robotic control involved the control of

manipulator motions in the complete absence of environmental interaction, i.e. position

control. Some of the developments in this area are reviewed because they form the basis

for later force-control techniques, of which impedance control is one technique.

2.1 Position Control

2,1.1 Linear Fosition Control

The simplest way to implement a position controller is to transform the desircd

end-effector trajectoly into joint space using the inverse kinematic solution for the

manipulator' (see Appendix A), then to use a PID type controller on each joint.

Discussions of these controllers can be found in any undergraduate controls textbook (e.g.

D'Souza, 1988). Mole sophisticated controllers form the basis for many force control

strategies. These more advanced controllels will be reviewed below.

2.1.2 Computed Torque Technique

R.C. Paul (1972) suggested the feasibility of using a dynamic model of a

manipulator to compute the necessal'y torques to achieve a desired set of joint

accelerations. This torque could then be used in a feedforward loop to improve the

manipulator lesponse. In particular, the control system would be able to compensate for

nonlinear torques due to gravity, viscous friction, centripetal and Coriolis forces.

Supplemental accelerations were added based on the remaining joint position and velocity

errors. Then, given accurate modeling, these supplemental accelerations would produce a

second-order rejection of joint angle positioning enors.

Although originally conceived of as an improved method of position control, it

fotmed the basis fol later attempts to synthesize aforce-control strategy. It should be

noted at this point that the feedforward signal cleveloped in the computed torque

technique is evidently a tolque, and is therefore best suited to electrically-actuated robots,



since electric motot's can easily produce torques in direct ploportion to their control

signals.

2.1.3 Resolved Acceleration Control

In 1980, Luh, Walker, and Paul presented the concept of resolved acceleration

control. Again conceived of as an augmented position trajectory tracker, this approach

differcd from the computed torque technique in that the desired vector of joint

accelerations was modified by considerations of the Cartesian errors in end-point position,

velocity and orientation errors. Orientation en'ors were represented by a sum of the cross

product of the end-point orientation vectors with the desired quantities. The control

torques at each joint were then calculated as in the computed torque technique. In this

way, for a good dynamic model of the manipulator, the position and ol'ientation of the

end-effector should exhibit a second-order lejection of clisturbances, compal.ed with a

rejection at the joint level obtained in the computed tolque technique. Although not

oliginally noticed, the move fiom a joinrspace controlled response to a Cartesian-space

controlled response made the resolved accelelation technique applicable to force control,

since the forces to be regulated occur in the Cartesian workspace. Again, it is noted that

the output of this control algorithm is a set of control tolques, making it particularly

suitable to electric robots.

2.2 Explicit Force Control

The antithesis of pure position control is pure force control. While it is the

objective of this work to control more than just force, the work done in force control

relating to hydraulic systems is well worth reviewing. The focus of this section will be

confined to work of direct rclevance to hydraulic systems.

Conrad and Jensen (1987) addressed the problem of force regulation in a single

hydraulic piston. Combinations of velocity feedforward, control signal feedback and a

Luenberger observer and state estimate feedback were implemented in simulation (using a

third-order linear model) and expeliment. Comparison of the results showed that using all



three methods in conjunction provided the most significantly improved response relative to

simple PI feedback control. This improvement was observed in both steady-state error

and disturbance rejection. It is important to note, however, that stiction was eliminated in

the experimental apparatus with special fluorocarbon seals.

Pannala et al. (i989) used multivariable fi'equency-response techniques to reduce

undesirable interactions between actuators in industrial hydraulic machinery. The

experimental appalatus consisted of a cantilever beam operated upon at two points by two

different hydraulic actuators. Controller gains were empirically determined using an

"Interactive Graphics Optimization Procedule". In a task consisting of a step inclease in

the folce output of one actuator, the controller was shown to be effective in leducing

actuator interactions. The regulation abilities of the combined system were not discussed.

Chen et al. (1990) designed a variable structure controller with sliding mode

control for a single hydraulic piston. Using position, velocity, acceleration, force and

piston pressure feedback, the valiable structllre controller proved to be highly capable in

both static and dynamic folce control tasks. Reference force signal tracking was

demonstrated at up to 2s,.. The details of the physical system upon which the expedments

were performed were not given, but the assumption of a compliant envilonment (relative

to the piston and sensor) was stated.

2,3 Hybrid Force/Position Control

In 1981, Raibert and Craig proposed a way of dealing with the ploblem of

contlolling position while dealing with constraints in the workspace. They claimed that

any manipulation task could be divided into two complementary spaces. Because it is

physically impossible to specify both force and position simultaneously along any one

degree-of-freedom, each quantity should be controlled only in its own subspace. For

example, explicit force conhol (meaning not relying on an underlying position controller)

could be applied along the Cartesian X-axis, and position control could be applied along

the orthogonal Y and Z axes.
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This control method is accomplished by defuring a selection matrix, S, indicating

the degrees of freedom along which the force is to be controlled. In the above example, S

would have a i in the top left conìel', indicating force control in X, the rest consisting of

zeroes, indicating position control n Y and Z. The appropriate set of control torques is

obtained by adding the torques required by the force controller weighted by S to those

rcquired by the position conÍoller weighted by I-S (I being the identity matrix). The

selection matdx must be determined by some higher-level supervisor, using either

knowledge about the wolkspace or some kind of adaptive feedback scheme.

The outpttt of the control algorithm proposed by Raibert and Craig is a set of

control torqLles. As such, hybrid control has been used extensively with direct-drive

electric nranipulators (An and Hollerbach, 1987a-b; Dawson et al., 1992; Volpe and

Khosla, 1993a-b).

Joint space fotmulations of hybrid control have since been shown to be possible by

transforming the selection matrix into joint space (Zhang and Paul, 1985). This

formulation, however, as that proposed but Raibert and Craig, exhibits kinematic

instabilities, even for well-conditioned manipulator Jacobians (An and Hollerbach, 1987b).

A conected, stable fotmulation has since been proposed by Fisher and Mujtab a (1992)

which extends the applicability of the technique to redundant manipulators.

Volpe and Khosla (1993a-b) have presented a number of thorough experimental

investigations of the performance of varjous controllers on a set of standardized tasks.

One such sftrdy (1993a) contrasted the ability of valious explicit force contlollers to

follow a set of fotce steps and ramps. The equivalence of explicit force controllers and

torque based implementations of impedance conÍol was shown. The controller was

implemented on a six degree-of-freedom direct-drive arm. The environment used for most

tests consisted of a steel plate atop a cardboard box, although the more promising

controllers wete also tested on a rigid steel environment. No passive compliance was used

in the force sensor. Tests of all subsets of PID control acting on the force error showed

that integral action provided the most effective force trajectory tracking. Actually, it was



concluded that a second-order low pass filter (double integral control action) provided

even better force tracking, though only slightly.

Another study by Volpe and Khosla (1993b) centered on the performance of

various controllers with respect to large changes in environmental admittance (impact with

a stiff environment). A review of existing impact control strategies showed that active

damping was problematic, passive compliance resulted in a reduction of manipulator

capabilities, and integral force control was ineffective in high-energy impacts due to

integral wind-up. Using the same experimental setup as Volpe and Khosla (1993a), it was

shown that contact instabilities could be almost eliminated by reducing proportional force

feedback gains to between 0 and - 1 . Using the relation first shown by Hogan ( 1987), it is

apparent that this choice of feedback gains is equivalent to gleatly increasing the target

inertia when using a torque based impedance controller (see Section 6.1). A further

finding was that, while this gain selection improved contact, Iarge steady-state en'ors

ensued. It was therefore concluded that these control gains should only be usecl in the

contact phase, lasting about 0.15 seconds. After this period, a linear switch of all

controller gains was proposed, over another 0.15 second period. This technique was

shown to tesult in rapid adjustment to large changes in environmental admittance and no

steady-state en'or in force regulation.

Tsai and Orin (1986) documented the application of a modified hybrÌd controller

to a hydraulically-actuated hexapodal walking vehicle. Instead of closing the contr-ol loop

at the end-effector, the loop was closed at the joint level by transforming the selection

matrix, S, to joint space using the manipulator Jacobian. The controlled system was

demonstrated to be capable of orthogonal position and force control in a simulated

walking task. This level of petformance was possible because the actuators were high-

speed and could be modeled by a linearized inverse dynamic module for feedfolward

pulposes.



2.4 Stiîfness Control

Salisbury (1980) proposed a simple altemative method for dealing with forces at

the end-effector. A stiffiress relationship was specified between the Cartesian position of

the end-effector and the forces acting upon it. This relationship was translated into joint

space, and was used to compute the actuator torques necessaly to have the end-effector

display the desired behaviour. The technique was demonstrated to be effective in limiting

forces when implemented on an electric robot whose task was to insert a peg into a hole.

This work is a precursor to a more general approach, called impedance control.

2.5 lmpedance Control

Hogan (1985a-c) presented a three-part paper detailing the theory, implementation

and applications of a novel contt'ol method which he temred "impeclance control". This

method was presented as a general and unified approach to all of manipulation. The

filndamental idea of impedance control is that it is not the forces on the encl-effectol. that

shotlld be controlled, but rather its apparent dynamic response. The apparent robot

dynamics, or impedance, should then be modulated to obtain the desired forces and

positions at the end-effector. The technique can therefore be seen as a generalization of

stifftress control (see Salisbury, 1980). The fundamentals of impedance control as

developed by Hogan in this seminal paper will be described in Section 3. Some of the

relevant subsequent work in the area is described below.

2.5.1 Stability

Stability analyses confimed the relationship between force-feedback gains and

effective inertia found by Hogan (see An and Hollerbach, 1987b; Volpe and Khosla,

I993b; see also Section 6.1). An and Hollerbach (1987b) reasoned that any system

involving force feedback from a wrist mounted force sensor must be run at a slow rate

because the sensor is mounted at the end of a low-bandwidth flexible system. They

therefore suggested the use of fast servo torque control loops with a slow outel. loop

involving force-feedback from the end-effector. They further demonstrated the



effectiveness of using dominant pole filtering on the control torques. The method allowed

the use of much higher stifftresses in the target impedance without inducing oscillations.

This was demonstrated experimentally using a single link of the MIT Direct-Drive aûn.

Investigation of kinematic stability issues showed that stiffrress control and

resolved acceleration control (assumed to be subsets of impedance control) did not exhibit

kinematic instabilities, but a hybrid controller did (An and Holler-bach, l9}7a).

Furthetmore, the resolved acceleration controller proved robust to large modeling errors.

These rcsults were found using simulation and experiment on a two-link direct-drjve

articulated alm. The instabilities observed in hybrid control wele attributed to interaction

between the manipulator inertia matrix inverse and the inverse manipulator Jacobian. As

already mentioned, Fisher and Mujtaba (1992) have since proposecl a corLected,

kinematically stable folmulation of hybrìd control.

2.5.2 Hybrid Impedance Control

Goldenbelg suggested a hybrid impedance controller for improved force trajectory

tracking (Goldenberg, 1991). The approach taken was exactly that of the hybrÌd

position/force control technique (Raibert and Craig, i981), but impedance control was

implemented in the subspace where position control would otherwise be used. A desired

acceleration trajectory was found, and used to compute the control tolques as in the

rcsolved acceleration method. This method was implemented on a two degree-of-fi-eedom

direct-drive manipulator. It proved to be able to accurately track a llHz sine wave force

trajectory, and was robust to large modeling errors. It also continued stable operation

after sudden contact with an aluminum wall.

2.5.3 Adaptive Impedance Control

The fundamental task of the impedance controller, as laid out by Hogan (1985), is

to make the manipulator dynamics confonn to the target impedance. This impedance

should then be selected and modulated as required by the task at hand. Two approaches

have been taken in addressing the later issue. The first is to change the form or

palameters in the target impedance. The second is to alter the reference trajectory.

t0



Lu and Meng (1991) examined the performance of two adaptive implementations

of impedance contu'ol. They found that the injection of adaptive control techniques could

compensate for enors in the dynamic model of the manipulator, rcsulting in more robust

control. These conclusions were arived at by Lyapunov analysis and simulation of a two-

link direct-drive manipulator.

Cohen and Flush (1991) examined the problem designing a higher-level controller

where the controlled variables were the target dynamics of the manipulator. Studies were

carried out on a simulation of a two-link direct-drive manipulator performing some sort of

wiping task. The impedance model used was that of a linear simple impedance, a te¡1¡r

defined by Hogan (1988) meaning an impedance of the form f = A* + Bx . An associative

search network was used to learn impedance parameters nsing a reward function involving

the sum of absolute errors in velocity and force. The errors were taken with lespect to

reference trajectories. Anothel' important element of this palticular work was that no

feedforward torques were used. The commanded torques were simply those required by

the impedance relation in the static case, using a fixed inertial matrix. It was found that

the impedance parameter modulation scheme was fairly successful, but was unable to deal

with abrupt changes in environmental admittance. A reference-trajectory modification

scheme was implemented in an attempt to deal with this problem, with the result that

stability and trajectory tracking were both improved.

Another study of impedance parameter modulation (Johansson and Spong , 1994)

used a quadratic optimization scheme to minimize deviations from velocity and force

trajectories. Again, a linear simple impedance was used on a simulation of a two-link

direct-drive robot. However, the authors only considered constant interaction forces and,

not surprisingly, the results showed great stability.

Lasky and Hsia (1991) examined the usefi:lness of further modifying the rcference

trajectory for the purpose of force tracking. Their approach was to modify each

coordinate of the reference trajectory in direct proportion to the error in the corresponding

component of the end-effector force. The effectiveness of the proposed modification was

tested on a simulation of a two-link direct-drive manipulator with a second-order target

11



impedance. The task was to deburr a surface, which was simulated as a pure stiffrress.

The results contrasted the performance with and without trajectory modification, showing

much improved force tracking when the proposed modification was used. This

modification proved robust to multiple order-of-magnitude errors in estimation of

environmental stiffrress. However, contact was assumed throughout the simulation, and

therefore impact dynamics were not addressed.

2.5.4 Force Regulation using Impedance Control

Using impedance contt'ol as a method of force trajectory tracking has been the

foctls of many other papers. One suggested means of controlling both force and system

clynamics was to add a refercnce force to the force required by the target impedance

(Goldenberg, 1988). This is equivalent to adding another impedance in parallel with the

target impedance. The superposition property (Hogan, 1985a) of inpedance control

makes such an approach permissible. The idea was not experimentally testecl, however.

McCormick and Stewards (1993) compared the results of using a linearjzed

impedance controller with a frrlly nonlinear one in terms of forre trajectory tracking and

contact stability. A second-order target impedance was chosen, and the force offset

method of Goldenberg (1988) was used to specify the rcference force trajectory. Using a

direct-drive, five bar linkage, a slightly better response was observed for the nonlinear

controller. However, simulation had shown kinematic instabilities in the nonlinear

controller that were absent in its linearized counterpart. Contact studies showed that, for

improper impedance parameter selection, instability was present even when the

environment's steel surface was covered with a rubber pacl. Increasing the target inertia,

and other parameters proportionately, resulted in stable contact.

Dawson, Lewis and Dorsey (1992) have also applied impedance control to force

tracking tasks. They compensated for errors in the dynamic model of the manipulator

using a Lyapunov based auxiliary signal to augment a PD based position controller. Given

controllable actuator torques and exact kinematic information, the global ultimate
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boundedness of the tracking effor was proven, and simulation showed good force

regulation.

2.6 Position Based lmpedance Control (PBIC)

It is apparent at this point that almost all the implementations and experiments

reviewed thus far have involved direct-drive electrical manipulators. The fundamental

assumption undergirding these works is that the manipulator to be controlled is equipped

with actuators that exert controllable torques (Hogan, 1987). This is the basis for the use

of all the methods which incorporate a computed torque controller, and is certainly crucial

for any conclusions about stability. This assumption of controllable torques is goocl for.

electrically-actuated manipulators with little gearing backlash. It is not suitable, however,

for hydraulically actuated robots.

An electric actuator exerts a torque which is directly proportional to the control

current (D'Souza, 1988). In a hydraulic actuator, the control cunent acts to move the

spool valve, which controls the flow of hydraulic fluid into the piston. This flow in turn

causes a pressure build-up, which is proportional to the actuator torque. Even if the spool

valve dynamics are ignored, the control current fundamentally controls the derivative of

the actuator torque, not the torque itself. There is therefore automatically some lag

introduced into the system. Even if this lag were small compared with the target

dynamics, the problem of controlling the pressurc difference in the piston is a difficult

problem (Conrad and Jensen, 1987). Therefore, what is needed to meet the stated

objectives of this work is an implementation of impedance control that does not requile

controlled actuator torques. Position based impedance control is such a method.
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Position based (or model reference) impedance control (see Fielcl and Stepanenko,

1993) is a position controller nested within a force feedback loop. Force feedback is used

in a digital model of the target impedance to modify the position set-point. Thus, unlike

torque based implementations of impedance control (TBIC), this implementation requiles

no dynamic model of the robot or the environment, simplifying and speeding control.

Position based impedance control has previously been implemented on a six

degree-of-freedom electric manipulator field and Stepanenko, 1993). This manipulator

did not fit the requircments of the standard impedance control implementation because of
lack of good dynamic modeling and a non-backdrivable û'ansmission. It was demonstrated

that the control system could exhibit the target dynamic behaviour uncler tests of step

changes in position or end-effector loading. HoweveL, stability problems were observed

when sudden environmental contact was made. Attempts to cleal with these instabilities

involved increased damping in the target dynamics, passive sensor compliance, and

damping parameter adaptation based on environmental knowledge. The latter approaches

met with the most success, damping out oscillations within 2 seconds. No investigation

was made on the effects of incrcasing the talget inertia, as suggested by Volpe and Khosla

(1993b).

2.7 Significance of the Current Work

The cunent work fits into and builds upon the body of literature just reviewed by:

1) developing the theory of position based impedance control as it relates to any robot,

not just industrial hydraulic manipulators, by deriving new relations showing

differences between the force control behaviours of torque and position based

implementations of impedance control,

2) analytically demonstrating some fi.¡ndamental limitations of position based impedance

control,

3) providing expedmental verification of both of the above theoretical results,
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4) developing a robust and accurate position controller for an existing industrial hydraulic

manipulator, and

5) for the first time, implementing and assessing impedance control on the same existing

industrial hydraulic manipulator.

These contributions are developed in detail in the remaining chapters of this thesis.

3. Theory

3.1 The Fundamentals of lmpedance Control

As shown in the review of the various approaches to force control prior to 1985,

tasks were divided into degrees of freedom along which diffelent control methocls were

applied. Hogan (1985a) stated that what was neecled was not a set of techniques

specialized to each individual task, but a unifiecl and general approach to all of
manipulation. He began the theorctical development of his apploach with the following

posftrlate:

"It is impossible to devise c¿ conÍroller which will cause a physiccLl sysÍem to

present an apparent behaviour to its environment which. is clistinguishable Jrom that oJ'cL

purely physical system."

This reasonable postulate was used as the basis for applying the laws of causality that

govem physical systems.

At the juncture of any two physical systems, instantaneous power flow is the

prodttct of two conjugate variables. For example, electrical power is the product of

voltage and curent. Hydraulic power is the product of pressure and volumetlic flow rate.

Mechanical power is the product of force and velocity. In each case, the power is the

product of an effort and a flow. Furthermore, no physical system can determine both of
these variables (the lecognition of this latter fact is the basis for using hybrid control).

Along a given degree-of-fi'eedom, any physical system accepts one of these variables as an

input, and produces the other as an output. A system accepting an effort ancl producing a
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flow is termed an admittance, while one that accepts flow and produces effort is an

impedance.

Hogan impressed on the reader the fundamental distinction between impedance

and admittance. He argued that, while the one is merely the inverse of the other in linear

systems, the distinction is paramount if the system is nonlinear. For example, the

phenomenon of stiction must be viewed as a force resulting from an imposed velocity; the

relationship cannot be inverted. Conversely, the velocity of a point mass is the result of

the integral of the time history of the forces imposed upon it. Physical systems must be

properly described in one form or the other.

The task then is to determine which form suits which half of the robolenvironment

system. Because the manipulator is the object under control, its behaviour should be

matched to be conjugate to that of the environment, i.e. an impedance should be matched

to an admittance, and vice versa. The question, then, is whethel' the environment is best

described as an impedance or as an admittance.

Hogan argued that an admittance is the corect reprcsentation of the environment.

He comparcd the object to be manipulated to a possibly constlained inertial mass. If the

mass is unconstrained, the mass accepts a force and produces a velocity, as clescribed

above. If constrained, the behaviour of the mass is even more firmly admissive; it can be

pushed, but it may not move at all. Under this line of reasoning, the conect description of
the environment is as an admittance. Therefore, the conect behaviour that should be

imposed on the manipulator is that of an impedance.

3.1.1 Implementation

The implementation of impedance conüol suggested by Hogan is conceptually very

similar to stiffrress control. The difference lies in the manner in which the desircd

accelerations are delived. In impedance conüol, the accelerations are the superposition of
those needed to follow a specified position trajectory and those required by the desired

impedance relation and forces on the end-effector. Effectively, feedforward torques are

used to cancel the actual manipulator dynamics and replace them with the desired relations
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between force and velocity. As

calculated at the end-effector, and

the resolved acceleration method, accelerations are

Cartesian space.

3.1.2 Impedance Selection

A difference between force control and impedance control is that ttre impedance

controller does not see dynamic interactions as a disturbance to be rejected, but rather as

integral to the nahtre of the control task. The impedance confroller attempts to modulate

these dynamics to control the behaviour of the complete system. Hogan developed some

rudimentary guidelines as to how this modulation should be carried out.

Hogan analyzed two types of tasks where the manipulator interacts with the

envil'onment. The first task was to transfer power to the environment. He considered only

passive environments and a single degree-of-freedom, but claimecl that the basic structure

of the problem was preserved. He found that, to maximize powel' transfer, the

manipulator's impedance should be matched to that of the environment. More cor.rectly,

the product of the target impedance and the environmental admittance should be unity.

This result is consistent with the familiar rule for maximum power transfer in elecûical

circuits.

The other task analyzed was to minimize deviations from a set trajectory while

simultaneously minimizing interaction forces. Optimizing a quadratic cost frrnction,

Hogan found that the impedance chosen for this task should be proportional to the

environmental admittance. Thus, manipulation and power transfel represent conflicting

rcquirements.

3.1.3 Advantages

3.1.3.1 Superposition of Impedances

One advantage to regarding the environment as an admittance is that one can

simply superimpose the impedances collpled to that admittance, even if they are nonlinear.

An intuitive justification of this property can been seen by looking at the inputs to an

admittance, i.e. forces. Because the effective generalized force acting on an object is the

in

in
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sum of the individual forces, the effective input to an admittance is the sum of the outputs

of the attached impedances. The linearity of the individual impedances is not an issue.

This property of superposition allows one to define a number of impedances, each

corrcsponding to one objective in a complex composite task, and use the summed

impedance to accomplish the task.

3.1.3.2 Automatic Inverse Kinematics

An intelesting and useful benefit of the torque based implementation of impedance

control is a lack of the need for the inverse kinematic equations. All quantities are

specified in Cartesian space for the calculation of the clesirecl end-point acceleration, which

converts to joint accelet'ation through the rnanipulatol'Jacobian (and the time derivative

thereof). The advantage here is that the Jacobian can always be computecl in a

straightforwald manner, while the kinematic equations cannot always be inverted

analytically. While this is a very useftrl result, a number of things should be noted. First,

the inverse Jacobian is needed in the standard implementation, as in all the methods

discussed previously. This matrix can be singular, or even not square, in the case of
rcdundant manipulatols. Secondly, this benefit is dependent on the formulation, which

depends on being able to command joint torques. Finally, the same benefit is seen in the

lesolved acceleration method.

3.1.3.3 Automatic Ohstøcle Avoídance

One example of an application of the property of the superposition of impedances

is in obstacle avoidance. Hogan showed that it is possible define an impedance associated

with objects in the workspace, even randomly moving objects, supposing that their

instantaneous positions could be sensed. The end-effector would also have an impedance

moving with it, representing its desired dynamic l'esponse. The impedance used in the

calculation of end-point accelerations was then the sum of each individual impedance. The

set-point trajectory given to the controller was a simple stlaight line, but the cornposite

impedance function forced the manipulatol to avoid the obstacles and to satisfy the

required dynamic lesponse all at once. Essentially, this is an example of incorporating the
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superimposition of fictitious force fields into the calculation of desired accelerations for

the manipulator.

3.1.3.4 Colinear Force ønd Position Management

Although it is impossible to strictly control both force and position in any one

degree-of-fieedom, impedance control enables a measure of control over each by

controlling the relationship between the two. The departures from desired force and

position are balanced according to the target impedance, allowing trade-offs. This ability

is unique to impedance control, since hybrid control is fundamentally based on controlling

purely position or force in orthogonal subspaces.

3.1.4 Stability

Hogan (1987 , 1988) also demonstrated the stability of his proposed

implementation of impedance control. He pointed out that the true action of force-

feedback controllers is to change the dynamic rcsponse of the manipulator. In fact, the

action of proportional-gain force feedback is to change the effective ineltia as seen fi.om

the environment. As the feedback gain is increased, the effective ineltia decr.eases. This

finding has been confitmed by other researchers (see An and Hollerbach, 198'la; Volpe

and Khosla,7993), and will be fi.rrther discussed in Chapter 7.

Hogan experimentally demonstrated the stability of the impedance controller using

a two-link direct-drive electrjc manipulator. The end-effector was equipped with a stiff

two degree-of-freedom force sensor, and was commanded to collide with a concrete

block. The resulting motion showed very little bouncing. However, more oscillatory yet

asymptotically stable rcsults were observed when the force sensor was disconnected. This

showed that the quality of the equipment was in large part responsible for the quality of
Hogan's results.

Hogan also gave a theoretical

controllers under a very broad set

impedances which he temed "simple

proof of the stability of certain classes of impedance

of operating conditions. He defined a class of

impedances" that are essentially generalized spr-ing-
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dashpot systems. Using a Hamiltonian approach, he demonstrated that, if the manipulator

has the dynamic response of a simple impedance, and both the manipulator and the

environment are stable in isolation, the dynamic interactions between the two will not

cause instability. Because linearity of either system was not assumed, stability was shown

to be preserved in the face of large changes in environmental dynamics. Furthermore,

Hogan showed that the stability property is robust to both kinematic errors in the

controller and to the presence of interface dynamics.

There are a number of caveats to the proof, however. The first is that only the

stability of the endpoint is guaranteed, not that of the manipulator configuration.

Secondly, the proof assumed throughout that the nominal position tlajectory is held at a

constant position. No claims are made of the stability of a system with a moving set-point.

Lastly, there is the assumption that the manipulator can be contl'olled to behave as a

simple impedance. Such an impedance depends only on position errors and velocities. As

Hogan himself pointed out (Hogan, 1985), the manipulator can never be macle to behave

as a non-inertial system. Consequently, the talget impedances used subsequently in this

thesis are of second-order, and do not fall into the class of simple impedances.

3.1.5 Harmony of PBrc with the Fundamentals of rmpedance control

Having explored the theoretical underpinnings of impedance control, one might be

lead to question whether what we have telmed "position based impedance control" is

rcally impedance conûol at all. Hogan stressed the distinction between impedance and

admittance, and the inappropriateness of the latter for the control of constrained

manipulation. However, the impedance model in the position based approach takes a

folce as input and produces a position to be superimposed on the specified trajectory. Is

this approach therefore an implementation of admittance control? A brief departure will

now be taken to demonstrate that it is not.

Consider the block diagram of the position based approach to impedance control

shown in Figure 3- 1. Note that this figure has been simplified for clarity. A detailed

description of position based impedance control can be found in Section 3.2.1.
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Figure 3-1: Basic position based implementation of impedance control.

The symbols used in Figure 3-1 are not constrained to being linear Laplace-space

transf'er functions. The block diagram is simply used to show the causal rclationships

between the variables, which have the following meanings:

X,r: the nominal position trajectory,

X: the actual end-effector position,

F: the force read by the sensor,

C: the position controller,

A: the acfirators,

Rp,R¡: the force and position responses of the robot-sensor-environment

system, respectively, and

. M: the model of the target impedance.

Assuming that Rr can be inverted, which is usually the case for a non-redundant

manipulator, the control blocks can be re-arranged as follows:
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Impedance

Admittance

Figure 3-2: Basic position based implementation showing robot impeclance
modification.

Figure 3-2 clearly shows that the robolenvironment and the model can be jointly

considered as a single impedance. hnpedance can therefore be considered to be the

controlled quantity. Furthermore, the control structure cannot be arranged to enclose the

model and the robot in an admittance block. However, it can be arranged to show that the

model and the environment may be considered a single admittance:

Impeclance

Aclmittance

Figure 3'3: Basic position based implementation showing environmental
admittance modification.

Therefore, the position based implementation may be considered as impedance

conûol of the robot or admittance control of the environment. Since the robot is the

subject of consideration here, the implementation is indeed impedance control as defined

by Hogan (1985a-c). This comes as no surprise, when one considers that the first
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implementation of impedance control proposed by Hogan himself was based on modifying

an acceleration trajectory using force feedback. Modifying a position trajectory instead is

nnf flraf ¡liffara-t nnn nan+"^ll.'r¡vr u¡4L urr ^vtvttL vurruv}/tu(lrlJ.

3.2 Linearized Analysis oÍ Position Based lmpedance control

3.2.1 Controller Structure

Figure 3-4 shows the generalized control scheme encompassing all

implementations of impedance control. The quantities X and F are vectors of the

generalized position and force at the end-effector. Each block may or may not use all of

the inputs shown, depending on the implementation. In general, howeveL, the impedance

controller block takes desired trajectories for both force ancl position and combines them

with feedback infomation to produce a position set-point accorcling to a target

impedance. This set-point may be in the form of an actr¡al position, as is the case in

position based impedance control, or it could be a velocity or an acceleration (Hogan,

1985; Pelletier and Doyon, 1994). The set-point is passed to a position controller which

controls the signal to the actuators. The position controller could be anything from a

simple linear proportional controller to a computed torque feedforward scheme. The

actuators produce torques according to their natures, which in tum produce forces and

positions at the end-effector of the manipulator through its interaction with the

environment through the force sensor.

Figure 3-4: Generalized block diagram for impedance control.

F¿

X¿

lmpedance
Controller

Actuators
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Each segment of this assembly is analyzed below as it appears in a position based

implementation of impedance control.

Figure 3-5: Structure of impedance controller block.

Figure 3-5 shows the general structure of the impedance controller bloclt. In the

implementation used hel'ein, position feedback is not used in the impedance moclel. The

one-dimensional version of the transfer functions used in the current work are second-

order, as shown below. Their derivation is evident from inspection of the target

impedance as illustrated in Figule 3-6.

CS+KMx=

Mr=

ms'+cs*k
1

ms'+cs+k

Figure 3-6: Physical model of target impedance implemented.
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Note that in

(1993), the following

Setting M¡ eeual

In the current work, the

force feedback.

the model reference method introduced

impedance relations were used:

Mr=

M*=1
i

ms'+cstk

to unity obscures the physical

complete impedance relations

by Field and Stepanenko

meaning of the desired trajectory.

are used, not just those involving

Figure 3-7: Structure of position controller block.

Figure 3-7 shows the form of the position controller considered for purposes of a

linearized analysis. As already stated, the position controller need not only work on the

position emol signal. Some of the control strategies reviewed previously require set-point,

position feedback and force feedback signals. Indeed, it will be found later. that a

nonlinear contuollel modification using joint velocities has a number of advantages over its

linear counterpart.
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Figure 3-8: structure of actuator block for hydraulic piston.

Assuming that the dynamics of the spool valve are fast enough to be negligible, the

equations governing the actuator are as follows (D'Souza, 1988, Hanaftlsa et al., 1980):

TnF=A,,(p,,,_p",ul

Pi,,t,,,, = \|tQ,,,,,,,,,+ A,,j)
L

Q,ilur, = K,tU^FPr,t;

Here, I is the control torque, F is the output force of the piston, 4,, is the piston

area (assumed equal on both side of the piston), Pitttottt are the pressures on either side of

the piston, C is the compressibility of the hydraulic fluid, e¡,tou, arc the lates of flow of
hydratrlic fluid to the appropriate side, LP¡,to,u are the pressure differences across the spool

valve for the given chamber ( Piu = Prourro - P¡¡ and LPo,u = po,,,- pro,,,r,, for positive spool

valve displacement), K¡ is the orifice flow coefficient and U is the input signal. When

linearized and transformed into the s-domain, these equations become:

KA
A- '' P

!Cs + K,
A

eu =Ë"

K, =#(K,p;l= Kn"t ,--

K, =d¡I W,,u^[AP,;l =-L
LtJ ar i,,1u,,,



Figure 3-9: Structure of robot-environment-sensor block.

Eppinger and Seering (1986) showed that at least the first rcsonanr mode of the

manipulatol' must be included in any moclel of its clynamics in order to capture possible

instability in force control. They suggested a sixth order model of the complete robot-

sensor-environment dynamics, but showed that a fourth order model can also encapsulate

unstable behaviour. Volpe and Khosla (1993a-b) also showed how a fourth or.der. model

could be tlsed to analyze the dynamics of ttre coupled system. They suggested that the

dynamics of the sensor and those of the manipulator can be lumped together. if they are

similar. The forces at the end-effector are equal to the comprcssion of the sensor

multiplied by its stiffrress ( f = kz&-x",,,,), see Figure 3-10). This model of the coupled

system is shown in Figule 3- 10, and results in the transfer functions given below:

m,rs' + (c + c"ls + (k" + k"l
Rx

ao (t)

^_ 
_k,(mus2 +c"s+k.l

' Ao (t)

Âo (r) = Qn,,rt + (c" + c")s + (k, + k"l\mns' + c,s + k,)+ @ ur, + cns + fr" þ.s + ( )

In the event that contact with the environment is lost, m3, c, and ko become

essentially zero, and the above equations simplify to:
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Rx=
mns'+c,.s+k,.

Re=0

xcnv

Figure 3-10: Model of robot-environment-sensor dynamics, (a) in contact with the
environment, (b) in free motion (Volpe and Khosla, 1993b).

Given the structure of the various components of the complete system, linearized

tfansfer functions between inputs X¿¡ and F¿, and, outputs X and F can be derived.

Considering the actuator torque, 7, a small number of steps lead to the results below:

r = A(u - e" x)

= A(c(x" - x)- o" x)

= o(c(r* X, + M. (e, - p)-x)- o" x)

= o(c(lvt* x,, +Mr(4, - n, ?')- R,. r)- O"n* r)

T- AC(M* X,, +M, F,l
I + RTAGMT+ R*A(C+ Q" )

(a)

k, t. L

--vv\.-
r-ï

l7l ¡ mR

c,. L__- Cs c
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Using the above result and the transfer functions obtained from the fourth-order

model of the couple mechanical system, the following overall transfer functions are

obtained:

X_ RxAC(Mx X,, +M, Fol

1 + RTACM.+ R*A(G+ e")
D _ RFAC(M' Xu +M, Fol

i + RTAGMT+ R*A(C+ e")

These derivations and their results will be used subsequently for analysis.

Note that above transfer ft¡nctions are easily extended into all the degrees of
fi'eedom of the end-effector by replacing the scalar irnpedance parameters with their matrix

equivalents. Fol'example, the multi-degree-of-fi'eedom moclel transfer ftlnctions are:

Mx = (ivt.r' + cs + K)-' (cs + K)

M, =(Ms'+Cs+x)-'

where M, C, and K and the matdx equivalents of the impedance model mass, damping,

and stiffness, tespectively. The transfer ftinctions fol the remaining blocks in Figure 3-4

can be generalized in a like manner.

3,3 Summary

Impedance control was presented as a genelal approach to manipulation. The

theoretical underpinnings of impedance control were stated. A position based formulation

of impedance control was developed for implementation on an indusûial hydraulic

manipulator. This formulation was shown to be consistent with the fundamentals of
impedance control. The linearized dynamics of the composite controller-robot-sensor-

environment system were derived for later use.
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4. Development of a Nonlinear Pl Gontroller

4.1 The Need îor a Robust and Accurate position controller

The success of the position based impedance control scheme relies on the efficacy

of the position controller. When in contact with a stiff environment, the force at the end-

effector will be very dependent on small changes in position. Furthelmore, as will be seen

in Chapter 7, the smooth operation of the impedance control system depends on its ability

to quickly and accurately follow small changes in position set-point.

Designing a quick, accurate and robust position controller fol a hydraulic system is

a challenging problem. The controller must contend with mary nonlineal-ities and

nonidealities in the system -- nonlinear dynamics, actuator deadband, and stiction are all

present. It will be seen in this chapter that a simple PI controller may not be able to meet

these requirements. In an attempt to deal with these problems, foul candidate controllers

were tested.
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4.2 Experimental Setup

The Unimate MKII-2000 robot was used for all the experiments described in this

work. It was an industrial hydraulic manipulator that had seen 20 years of service in the

railroad industry. It had a spherical geometry, i.e. the first three degrees of freedom were

lefúight, up/down, and inlout, in that order. Its hydraulic actuators were supplied by a

constant-pressure source operating at 7000+500kPa. The spool valves had a parabolic

orifice area to spool displacement function and 6To deadband.

Position feedback was obtained using digital encoders with resolutions of 0.028",

0.028", and 0.105mm on links I , 2, and 3, respectively. These reaclings were taken by a

486 DX2l66 based PC, which also performed all control actions. The contr.ol signals

saturated at 360m4.

Figure 4-1: The Unimate MKII-2000.

The tests were performed using only the second link of the Unimate MKII. The

average controller sampling time was 4.5 milliseconds. Joint velocities were calculated
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using a 2O-point linear regression on the joint encoder readings (see Appendix B for

details).

Five sets of position trajectories were used as test pattems for each controller.

Two sets of multiple step patterns and two sets of multiple ramp trajectories with

parabolic (smooth) accelerations were used. Together, these four patterns tested the

controller's ability to track changes in position and velocity of over two orders of
magnitude. The final test was possibly the most demanding'. a lHz sine wave of

diminishing amplitude. This particular test was chosen to characterize the controller's

dynamic perfotmance at various magnitudes of input. The trajectory was also similar to

the type of trajectoly that would have to be followed in an underilamped impeclance

control application.
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4.3 Linear PI Control

A simple PI control law was the first to be tested. Actually, strict linear pI control

was modified by setting position error signals below the encoder resolution in magnitude

to zeÍo. This modification was necessary to prcvent random walk in the integral term,

which was observed to induce limit cycles even when no input was given to the system.

u(t)= Kre(t)+K,l(t)

e(t)=q"(r)-q(r)

I(t)=t(t-N)+e(r)Ar

The control signal, t(t), is the weighted sum of e(t), the error between the joint

position, q(r), and the joint set-point, q,(r). I(r) is the time integral or e(t). using

controller gains of Kr : Zl5mA.deg-r and Kr : l l5mA.deg-'s-', this method proved very

effèctive for most of the tests. Trajectory tracking was good for the lar.ge ramp (Figure 4-

2) and small step (Figule 4-5) patterns. However, integral wind-up caused expectedly

large overshoots in rcsponse to large step inputs (Figure 4-3). The effects of stiction and

actuator deadband were most apparent in the complete failure to track the sine wave

pattem (Figure 4-6). These factors also had visible effects in both ramp tests. Delays in

motion of up to 2 seconds, due to stiction and actuator deadband, wel.e observed (Figure

4-4). Ramp tests also showed overshoot in the manipulator l.esponse.

The rcmaining methods examined all attempted to deal with the problems of
stiction and wind-up. These methods employ nonlinear techniques to increase sensitivity

while preserving stability.
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4.4 Modified Morse's Method

Morse's patented controller uses a proportional plus nonlinear integral method.

The implementation is digital in character. The algorithm differs from linear PI control in

the calculation of the error integral 1, as shown below:

I(tl = (r1t - tt¡+ e@U)--\

Here, cr is an arbitraly controller gain, q is the controlled joint angle, e is the joint

position el'ror, r is the time and Âr is the time interval. The nonlinear factor is unity at low

velocities, and goes to zero at high velocities. The intent is to reduce the effects of
stiction and eliminate ovel'shoot. The effects of stiction should be reduced because the

nonlineal' factor is less than unity for any non-zero joint velocity, allowing the use of
higher integral gains and increasing the control action at low speeds. Since the entire

accumtllated integral is iteratively multiplied by this factol, the integral resets itself at high

velocities, reducing overshoot.

Morse's method works by resetting the integral at high speeds. This approach

works well for step changes in set-point. However, if high-speed trajectory tracking is

desired, Morse's method is no better than straight P-action. Therefore, the following

modification to Morse's integral calculation method was made:

I (tl = (t (, - Ltl + e(tl Lù#T

Using the velocity enor in the nonlinear factor instead of the velocity itself has two

advantages. The first is that the integral will only reset in situations wherc integral wind-

up is a possibility, i.e. when the set-point is rapidly changing. The second advantage is

that, for a step change in the set-point, the modified method is indistinguishable from the

original.
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The disadvantage to this modification is that the anti-stiction properties of the

orþinal Morse controller are slightly degraded. When the set-point is not being followed

due to the effects of static friction, the joint velocity is zero but the velocity error is large.

The original Morse method's nonlinear factor is unity during this period, providing frrll

conh'oller action, wheteas the modif,red nonlinear factor is small when stiction occurs, and

is therefore not as effective as the original factor. However, experimental results showed

that the higher gains allowed by the incorporation of the nonlinear factor still provided

improved response time over linear PI control.

One other modification was made to the controller. To assist in fine movements,

the cutoff velocity parameter cr in the modifiecl controller was linked to the set-point

velocity, 4.. The controller was tuned using a celtain maximum velocity, q,,,.,,. The value

of û.,,',,^ thereby obtained was then used in the calculation of cr as follows:

This modification was found to make little difference in the overall behaviour of
the manipulator. However, it did reduce the overshoot observed for very small changes in

position. This reaction \,vas observed because a small o brought the integral to zero vely

quickly after any movement. Effectively, the controller was made to "nudge" the

manipulator'. This nudging action is especially apparent at approximately the 4 second

madr in Figure 4-J , and on either side of the 2 second mark in Figure 4-9.

The modified Morse method shows definite improvements over the linear pI

controller' The nonlinear factor greatly improved the large step response; comparc

Figure 4-2 with Figure 4-8. The nonlinear factor also allowed a ten-fold increase in the

integral gain (see Appendix C), improving tracking in lamp tests (Figure 4-7 and,Figure 4-

9). As pledicted, ploblems with sticking remain. Both these points are illustrated in

Figure 4- 1 1, which shows greatly imploved sine wave tracking at large amplitudes, but

renewed sticking for small commanded displacements. Finally, overshoot rcmained in

ramp and sine wave tracking. The next rcf,nement will address these issues.

cr =0r,,,,,.[O.oOr.#)
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4.5 Velocity Error Triggered Integral Augmentation

A number of techniques were reviewed in an attempt to negate the effects of
stiction. These methods are discussed below, but, in the interests of brevity, the

experimental results are shown for the most successful method only, the velocity effor

triggered integral augmentation method.

4.5.1 Deadband Compensation

The aim of this method was to eliminate the effects of overlap in the spool valve.

Based on the observation that the control signal always had to exceed a threshold of

-88m4 in absolute value beforc motion occuned (see, for example, Figur.e 4-7), the signal

augmentation ftlnction u,(t)was defined as shown in Figure 4-12. This signal was added

to the control signal u(t), which was calculated by the Modifiecl Morse method.

FÍgure 4-12: Deadband compensation.

Using this function (with Ur_ : 7mA, IJ+ : -U- : ggmA) on the control signal

obtained using Morse's method gave excellent trajectory tracking for large displacements.

However, the method was less successful when dealing with small displacements. Small

control signals caused rapid bang-bang action in the augmentation signal, inducing

oscillations in the system. When dealing with an environment of any reasonable stiffiress,

the commanded motions will be small ones, maliing this method of deadband

compensation unsuitable for application to impedance control.
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4,5.2 Deadband Compensation wÍth Hysteresis

A variant of deadband compensation that includes hysteresis was implemented in

an attempt to retain the favourable large-displacement response for small motions. Under

this modification, the added control signal changes only after the underlying control signal

had definitely switched signs. The added signal is shown in Figure 4-13.

Figure 4-13: Deadband compensation with hysteresis.

The same parameters were used herc as previously: lJy:7mA, U*: -U_ : ggmA.

Inclusion of hysteresis proved to extend the trajectory-tracking abilities of the controller to

small motions. The rapid signal switching observed was eliminated. However, while this

modification successfully extended the conûoller's trajectory-tracking abilities, it
adversely affected its static regulation abilities. When tested with a simple step input, the

controller brought the manipulator to the desired position very quickly but was unable to

hold it steady since the added signal had no "off'position. To regain static stability, either

the signal threshold Ur- or the added signal U,/U- must be decrcased. However, either of
these actions would result in an incrcased time required for the control signal to rcach the

levels required to compensate for the deadband. Therefore, increasing static stability

wottld directly affect the controllers ability to reduce sticking, which is precisely the reason

fol its intloduction. Evidently, a better method of stiction compensation must be found.
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4.5.3 Nonlinear Velocity Feedback

Another avenue of stiction compensation explored was that of using a nonlinear

velocity feedback signal. The motivation for ttris approach comes from the observation

that the largest error signal during an occurrence of stiction is the velocity error.
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Figure 4'14: Velocity error, position error, and error Íntegral signals in stiction
(static friction broken ãtt= 0.9s).

Figule 4-14 is taken fi'om the fîrst second of the trial shown in Figure 4-9. The

labels A@, DV, and Ð(A@) rcfer to the position error (in clegrees), its time dedvative, and

its time integral, repsectively. Inspection of Figure 4-14 shows that integral based

methods of stiction compensation rely on the smallest signal. The velocity error provides

a much stronger signal. However, a nonlinear factor must be incolporated in any use of
this signal to avoid the damping action of derivative feedback. The result of this nonlinear

filtering is an estimate of the velocity error caused by stiction:

èrti"it,,, = (q, -'ù-4^-qr +pq
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è",¡",¡o, is the estimate, cj and Q"are the actual and set-point joint velocities, and p

is a parameter increasing selectivity. The nonlinear factor is greatest when q is zero,

which is when stiction occurs. The terms involving E" were incorporated so that the

estimate would be zero when the set-point was unchanging. Otherwise, the velocity error

estimate in feedback would cause extra damping when the manipulator was slowly

approaching its set-point. In effect, it would work against any integral terms attempting to

eliminate steady-state error. The modification prevents this scenario from occurring.

è,,¡",¡o,is shown in Figure 4-15. The estimate is appreciable only in the portion of

the velocity plane where stiction occurs: along the line q = O .

I
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Figure 4-15: Region of operation of proposed stiction correction signal (F=50).
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Theproblem withusing i,",,,,, in directfeedback, i.e. U = Kp€ + KI * Kvè"t¡",¡ou,

is that the estimate, and therefore the control signal, will drop to near zero with any

motion. Motion will consequently be intermittent. Therefore, direct feedback is

infeasible. However, it will now be shown below how nonlinear velocity feedback can be

successfully used in conjunction with the previously prcsented techniques to practically

eliminate sticking.

4.5.4 Velocity Error Triggered Integral AugmentatÍon (VETIA)

The method presented here exploits the strengths of three of the previously

reviewed methods: the modified Morse's methocl, cleadbancl compensation, and nonlinear

velocity feedback. The superior tracking and step response of the modified Morse's

method is combined with the stiction elimination seen in the most ideal tr.ials using

deadband compensation. The key to the method is the nonlinear velocity feedback signal

discussed previously.

Velocity error triggered integral augmentation uses nonlinear velocity feedback as

a switching signal. Once the experimentally determined threshold ä,,,,,, is met, deadband

compensation is employed. However, because the modified Morse control signal is no

longer needed for the activation criterion, the extra signal can be directly added to the

integral term in the modified Morse controller. The algorithm used is shown below:

tt(t) = K,,e(t)+ K,l(t)

,,r={

-U ,o,,",. - K oe(Í )
KI

(t(t - Lt) + e(t)Lt)--Lß) ,-' a(q) + è'¡t¡
U ,r,r,ro, - K ,,e(t )

KI

è"ti"tio, 1 -è,,¡u & u(t)) -U,o,,",

l¿,,,",,",1< ¿,,,,

è"t¡rti,r,) è,,¡u & u(t)<Uuru",

Note that the integral augmentation outght to occur only when the velocity e¡.or

was first detected, so that the integral does not get pelpetually reset if motions do not

instantly ensue (see Appendix C for a folmulation which implements this feature).
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The parameters used for testing this controller are given in Appendix C.

Inspection of the experimental results shows the superior trajectory tracking abilities

obtained by augmenting the modified Morse controller with the VETIA method. Figure

4-16 &. Figure 4-20 especially show how the conûol action was modified to improve

response time. The method is robust, proving itself on all tests. In no test does the

proposed method show any detrimental side effects. The control signal is merely speeded

up in reaching the necessary levels for actuation. Therefore, while the response time is

quickened, the ensuing control signal action is unchanged.

The only undesirable behaviour remaining in the new position controller is the

slight ovelshoot seen in both PI contlol and the modified Morse method. In a force

control application, this overshoot could be very detrimental to pelformance. It will be

clealt with by a final modification to the position controller.
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4.6 Overshoot Reduction

Figure 4-20 shows how the proposed method of stiction compensation eliminates

sticking. However, the same graph shows recurrent large overshoot in tracking a IHz

sinusoidal input, particularly at larger amplitudes. The ramp response tests also show this

tendency to overshoot. In force control applications, where accurate tracking of small

motions must be achieved, such an overshoot is not permissible.

The cause of the ploblematical overshoot is the same as that of the excellent set-

point tracking during the rest of the tlajectory; namely, the integral portion of the

controller. In ordet'to maintain vely small el'l'or, the control signal must be almost entirely

due to the integral term. While allowing for excellent tracking at constant velocities, the

integral is slow to change, resulting in poor tracking of velocity changes. Even with the

addition of the rate-varying factol in the modified Morse controller, the integral is too

slow to die down when the velocity set-point is brought to zero.

Some means is thereforc needed to decrease the integral term when braking

accelerations are specified. This was accomplished by including a set-point acceleration

based term in the integral, i.e.

I (t¡ = Q f, - Ar) + e(r)Lt + K,,qt,n,ki,,'t )rffi

.'brakino
q

whete K, is another conÍoller gain. Without the nonlinear multiplicative factor ;þ,
integrating the desired acceleration trajectory is completely equivalent to adding velocity

feedback, provided that the desired and actual trajectories are pmctically identical, which

has been demonstrated to be the case here. Limiting the accelerations integrated to

braking accelerations will therefore reduce the integral when the desirecl velocity is

approaching zero, which is when the problems with overshoot are observed. The

lA ir¿jq <o
=<[o 1r¿iq>o
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incorporation of the nonlinear factor can only assist in decreasing the magnitude of the

integral.

No negative effects were observed as a result of this modification. The step

responses were unaffected, and in no trjal did the control signal reduction appear to

reduce the speed of response.
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Figure 4-25 gives the most striking illustration of the improvement in set-point

tracking resulting from the final modification. The manipulator could now follow the sine

wave closely for the larger amplitude oscillations. The control signal had a scalloped

appearance, being diminished by the additional term whenevel a deceleration was

specified. The same effect provided some improvement in tracking ramp inputs as well.

The remaining area for improvement is in tracking very low amplitude changes in

the set-point. Figure 4-25 shows that the controller still has difirculty following the sine

wave once the peak-to-peak amplitude drops to 0.2". This amplitude conesponds to
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about 7 times the encoder resolution. Tracking such small changes accurately while

retaining stability in the face of large changes in set-point is a very difficult task because

the effects of stiction and actuator deadband are most apparent in this region of operation.

The ramp and step trials show that the steady-state positioning error is about I or 2

encoder resolution widths. These errors were concluded to be the limits on the

positioning ability of this controller.

4,7 Summary

Thrce nonlinear modifications to a simple linear PI control law, as applied to an

industrial hydraulic manipulator, increased its high-frequency low-amplitude tracking

abilities by an order of magnitude. The resultant controller was able to accurately track

position trajectories down to 7 encoder resolutions of error, and regulate static trajectories

to within I encoder resolution. These abilities were displayed in spite of large rnanipulator

inertia, joint stiction and actuator deadband.
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5. lmpedance Gontrol Tests

5.1 Experimental Setup & Strategy

5.1.1 Test Plate

Three separate environments were used separately or in tandem to test the

impedance controller: free space (infìnite admittance), an aluminum plate (variable linear

admittance), and a steel box resting on a wooden table (nonlinear admittance). Most

expet'iments used the thin, simply-supported aluminum plate. By varying the support

spacing, the environmental stifftress could be varied over an order of magnitude (see

Appendix B). Tests involving the plate were repeated using stifûresses of 7.2kN/m and

53kN/m. The box on the table was usecl for tests of impact with an inertial body subject

to Coulomb friction (p[r¡,,1¡¡=0.37, !Lki..,nraric=0.29). Itwas filled with 64kg of weights.

5.1.2 Sensor

The force sensor was based on a standard strain gauge bridge. It had a range of
measulement in a single dilection of 0 to 700N with +10N of noise. This level of noise is

due to tlansmission from the sensor to the computer, and is not atypical (Field and

Stepanenko, 1993). No attempt was made to reduce the level of noise in the reading

because of the intended industrial application of the controller, where such idealizations

may not be feasible. Any force bias in the sensor rcadings, however, was rcmoved in

softwarc by 2 seconds of sampling before each test.

The force sensor was mounted in the configuration shown in Figure 5-1. The

primary disadvantage of the mounting was that the grÌppel was not able to hold the

assembly rigidly about its own wrist axis. As a result, the force sensor. was subject to

some considerable latitude in the X-direction when positioned to measure vertical forces;

gripper rotations of up to 5" were observed in the following experiments. This latitude

accounts for some of the scatter in measurement of the sensor stiffrress, which was

determined to be 46kN/m (see Appendix E).
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Figure S-tr: Force sensor mounting assembly.

5.1.3 Controller Implementation

The impedance controller was built as an outer loop about the

system developed in Section 2.1. A diagram of the controller has been

4. The impedance control loop accomplished the following steps:

l) the nominal cartesian position trajectory was calculated,

^/

position controlled

shown in Figure 3-

2) this trajectory was modified as required by the target impedance, using force

feedback,

3) the inverse kinematics were used to transform the modified position trajectory

into joint space, and

4) the joint-space trajectory was passed to the position controller in the inner

loop.

For a second order linear taryet impedance, the goveming differential equation is:

m.i, + c(*, - i,,)+ k(x" - x,,)= f,, - J'

The meaning of each quantity in the above equation is apparent in Figure 3-6. The

tlajectory modification was calculated at each iteration according to the known analytical
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solution of the models response to a step input. For example, if the model rcpresented an

underdamped system, the force response was calculated as follows:

x 
" 

( t ¡ ) = ¿-E' "1" 

{e, 
ro r{r, Lt, ) + L s in{a u at, l} * @=

(fo),-.f,
A¡ = x"(t,_r) - , B, = i"(t,_r) +\Ð,,A, , Lt, = t, - t,_,

where con is the natural frequency for the specified target mass, damping, and stiffness, f is

the coruesponding damping coefficient, and {D.,:¡¡,,(l-E')ot. The sampling time ar¡

averaged 4.5ms, justifying the assumption of quasi-static forces.

The poles of the position response transfer function al'e the saûle as those of the

force lesponse, but there is îLZeïo at s: -klc. Therefore, the response to a step change in

v would be calculated using the same equations as above, except that the constants A¡ and

B¡are calculated as follows:

A¡ : x,(t,-,)- xr(t,), B,= *,(t,-r,l+Er,,þ -2þ,,ft,)-x,,(r,_r))f

5.1.4 Overview of the Experiments

In the following tests of the position based implementation of impedance control,

certain general considerations influenced the selection of the target impedance parameters.

A large mass was typically selected (50 to 500kg) in order to have system dynamics that

wele reasonable for the position controller to track (no fiequencies greater than I Hz).

Lalge masses also served to filter the noise in the force sensor readings. Values for the

target stiffness were selected in order to obtain both the desired response time and the

desired compliance of the system. When damping ratios are rcferred to, they ar.e either the

damping latio f or the net damping ratio 4,0, of the composite model-sensor-environment

system, assuming pure stiffuess in sensor and environment kr.¡1.. These damping ratios are

calculated as:
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çC- Lþ- 
2J;k' bilet

B = €,.,F+
Five different sets of experiments were performed in order to assess the

performance of the impedance controller. These experiments tested:

1) free space force response,

2) static force control,

3) dynamic force control,

4) interrupted position tr.ajectory tracking, and

5) pushing a heavy object against stick-slip friction.

For each of the different experiments, thrce quantities were plotted: force,

position, and control signal. Force set-points refer to the refercnce signal F.¡. position

set-points lefer to the modified position trajectory -r, used as input to the position

controller. When it appears, the nominal position trajectory is the unmodified trajectory x¿

input to the impedance controller. The reader is referred to Figure 3-4 &. Figure 3-6 for
an illustration of the rclationship between these vadables.

A convention must be explained in order to understand the control signal plots.

The control signal plotted is the one sent to the up/down link of the Unimate for all

experiments except the inertial obstacle tests, wherc the control signal for link 3 (in/out

motion) is plotted. These signals best rcflected the control action tahen along the degree-

of-freedom in which forces are encolrntered. It is important to note that the up/down

control signal was positive when producing a downward motion because of conventions in

joint description (see Appendix A). The in/out link had no such reversal, so its control

action was taken in the same sense as the conesponding Cartesian motions.

m(t, + tc*)
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5.2 Free Space Response

The free space response involved a step change in the force set-point when the

end-effector was far from any obstacles. The purpose of this set of tests \¡ias to ensure

that the apparent manipulator impedance matched the target impedance under a simple

step input. Damping was varied to obtain overdamped, underdamped, and critically

damped responses.

The response of the impedance-controlled system to a step change in the forces

applied to the end-effector is shown for various impedance parametels in Figure 5-2

through to Figule 5-4. In each case, the position controller successftrlly coordinates the

motions of each link to make the end-effector follow the requirecl Cartesian trajectory with

great pl'eciSion.

The impedance controllel' successflilly replaces the existing manipulator dynamics

with the specified target impedance. The steady-state change in position observed in all

trjals is the correct 0.2m for a 100N step in force with a target stiffrress of 500N/m.

Furthemore, Figure 5-2 shows that the period of oscillation of the underclamped system

matches the desired 3.3 seconds.

The only problem observed in this experiment was difficulty in tracking the dying

oscillations of the underdamped system. This problem is not serious, since the desired

motions ale very small (< lmm), and underdampecl responses are unlikely to be specified

in practice.
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5,3 Static Force Control

The static and dynamic force control tests were conducted using the test plate.

The end-effector was positioned to be firmly in contact with the plate, then the force set-

point was changed in either a step or 0.1H2 sine wave, as appropriate. The purpose of

these tests was to determine the force regulation and tracking abilities of the impedance

controller. To test the sensitivity of the controller to environmental stiffrress, each test

was repeated for k, :7.zkN/m and 57.6kN/m. Note that when combined with the sensor

stiffness of 46kN/m, these values of fr, correspond to effective environmental stiffrresses

k,.1y of 6.2kN/m and 25kN/m, respectively. These force control tests and conditions are

sinrilar to those used by others (see Volpe and Khosla, 1993b; Dawson, Lewis and

Dorsey, 1992;Liu ancl Goldenberg, 1991).

As discussed in Section 6.3, for best steady-state accuracy in static force control,

the target stiffness must be as low as possible. However, is will be shown in Section 7

that low target stiffnesses result in eventual limit cycle behaviour'. Therefore, high target

stiffrresses and some form of compensation must be used. Therfore, the impedance

parameters selected were ¡n:500kg, þ,,,:1 .2, and /c:50kN/m, and were held constant

across all force control tests. These parameters were selected to obtain a fast response

and long-term stability (see Section 7). However, the large target stiffrress required the

use of a set-point compensation scheme to counteract the elrols stemming from load

sharing between the model and the physical system. The force set-point was simply

increased by a gain of kk,n/(k+ft,/. This gain is the exact amount required to offset load-

sharing and rcgain the comect steady-state force (see Section 6.2).

This experÌment shows that this force set-point compensation scheme can be used

for increasing accuracy in static force confiol. Comparing the steady-state accuracy

displayed in Figure 6-10 and Figure 5-5 illustrates this point: Figure 5-5 shows an error of

approximately 6Vo with a target stiffiress of 50kN/m when using set-point compensation,

which is comparable to the lesults obtained using a stiffness of 500N/m without

compensation. The rcmaining error shows the requircment fol accuracy in the estimate of
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environmental stiffness required by the technique, however. Figure 5-6 shows an error

closer to I}Vo, showing that the technique can still be used in stiff environments, but

remains sensitive to the estimated stiffiress. The alternative to this error is the limit cycle

behaviourresulting from using low target stiffnesses (see Section 7). The control signal in

both environments showed no sign of inducing any further motions.

On the whole, this experiment shows that position based impedance control can be

used for static force control in both stiff and compliant environments.
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5.4 Dynamic Force Control

This experiment shows that position based impedance control with set-point

compensation can be successfully applied to a d¡mamic force control task, but performs

best in a compliant environment. Figure 5-7 illustrates this performance, which is obtained

in spite of the fact that the force set-point compensation method only compensated for the

static error in the effective force set-point (see Section 6). The target impedance

d¡mamics are fast enough that no transient response intederes with force tracking. The

target impedance parameters were the same as those used for the static force control

experiment, showing some versatility in application without adjusting the control

parameters.

Tracking was poorel'in the stiffer environment, as shown in Figule 5-8. The

primary difficulty in tracking the fbrce set-point was in tracking the very small required

position set-point changes. The rnotions required in the stiff environnìent were of less

than 1.,'' peak-to-peak, cotresponding to less than 0.6" total chzurge in joint angle on the

ttp/down link. The position controller proved able to track even these small changes while

moving down, but upward motions werc less controlled. This is because the end-effector.

forces were sufficientty high to move the manipulator without assistance from the

achtators. The manipulatol would still not move without any control action because the

hydraulic actuators werc very stiff when the spool valve was shut. However, with the

valves open, the dynamics required that the actuatol's apply a small torque against the

desired direction of motion. The controller, however, was designed on the supposition

that the control action requiled would always be in the same dircction as the position

enor. This is the cause of the highly oscillatory behaviour of the control signal obsewed

during upwards motions under large folces in both environments (best seen betwe en7 and,

9 seconds in Figule 5-8).
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5.5 Springy Obstruction of 2-D position Trajectory

The fourth set of tests entailed commanding the end-effector to follow a circular

trajectory in the X-Z plane. However, the plate was placed at Z:0, cutting the nominal

trajectory circle in half. This provided a test of the controller's rcsponse to sudden and

large changes in environmental admittance, as well as testing its abilify to control position

in one direction and deal with forces of interaction in another. This test has also been

widely used (Hogan (1987); Lu and Meng (1991); Tsia and orin(19g6)). Again, rhe tesr

was repeated using the same two configurations of the test plate, providing almost an

order of magnitude difference in environmental stiffness.

Impedance parameters had to be set differently fbr the interrupted tr.ajectory test

than fol' the previotts two because the task requirements were clifferent. Insteacl of
controlling forces, the goal was to minimize the forces of interaction while remaining as

close to the nominal position trajectory as possible. This required a low target stiffrress

and fast dynamics. The settings used in both environments were m:50kg, E,nrL 0, and

k:lkN/m.
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This experiment shows how the impedance controller deals with unexpected

collision with a spring-like surface. The nominal position trajectory was quickly matched

in fiee space, btlt encountering the surface at Z : 0 required trajectory modification.

Figure 5-9 ttrrough Figure 5-12 show that the impedance controller effectively limited the

forces of interaction while minimizing departures from the nominal trajectory. Limiting

forces required a low target stifftress, while minimizing departurcs from the nominal

ftajectory required that transient responses die quickly, i.e. fast target dynamics. Given

that a certain minimum target mass is required to filter the noise in the force rcadings,

these are conflicting requirements. The settings used here rcpresent a good compromise;

forces were below 160N even in the stiff environment, and the transient rcsponse to

environmental forces was of less than 5cm in magnitude, and died completely before the

plate was struck again.

The controller demonstrated no instability upon striking the plate, even at its
stiffest setting. This favourable behaviour was due to both the choice of impedance

parameters and the compliance in the sensor. The target impedance selected did not over-

react to the sudden contact forces, and the compliance in the sensor acted to reduce the

magninrde of those forces. Some oscillation in control signal and force were observed just

before losing contact with the plate (Figure 5-10 & Figure 5-12). This behaviour.is due to

the relative values of target and environmental stiffness.
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5.6 Inertial obstruction in one-Dimensional position Tracking

The fTnal set of tests involved placing a heavy crate in the path of the nominal

position trajectory. This test demonstrated the controller's ability to minimize forces in

the same direction as the position control action, a task that is fundamentally contrary to

the basis of hybrid control. An example of an application similar to this task is in
controlling a sawblade, where forces must be controller to reduce the chance of binding in

sawmill operation.

The target impedance was chosen for this trial in order to best illustrate the

controller action. Accordingly, a small target stiffness and fast dynamics wer.e specified:

rz:500kg, E:t.0, and /r:SkN/m. The lesults of the impedance control test were

contrasted with those obtained using only position control.

This experiment showed that the impedance controller could balance force and

position objectives along the same clegree-of-freedom. The position tr.ajectory shown in

Figure 5-13 was retarded by about 3cm, which is the required deflection with a mean force

of 140N and a target stiffrress of 5kN/m. Significant oscillations about the mean force

were observed for about 5 seconds in the force readings, indicating a kind of "nudging,,

action. In fact, upon initially striking the crate, the manipulator actually backed up for
another go at it. However, the oscillations ceased once the required position lag was

reached.

Comparing the performance of the impedance controller with that of the position

controller shows no improvement in response. In fact, the impedance controller caused

repeated impacts, and therefote repeated force spikes, whereas the position conûoller

encountered a single spike at impact. The point which should be taken away from this

experiment is that the impedance controller can balance force and position objectives in a
single dimension. While this particular test of this ability required first an unalterable

impact force to break static friction, followed by another unalterable force to overcome

kinetic friction, other tasks, such as pushing a sawblade, involve forces that depend on the

rate of attack. For tasks such as these, the ability to back off of the nominal position
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trajectory that has been demonstrated here would translate into reduced forces of
interaction, not oscillation.
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5.7 Summary

Position based impedance control was implemented on an existing, highly non-

ideal industrial hydraulic manipulator. The controller was tested in free space, in static

and dynamic force control applications, and in applications involving trajectory hacking in

environments with highly discontinuous admittances. Tests involving environmental

contact were repeated at two values of environmental stifûress: 7kN/m and 53kN/m. In

all trials and environments, the controller successfully replaced the actual manipulator.

dynamics with those of the target impedance. The exception was when contact forces

exceeded 200N, in which case the NPI position controllel was unable to produce the

colt'ect control action.
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6, Force Control Equivalence

A relationship between the target impedance parameters and the effective force

control gains that exists when using a computed torque formulation of impedance control

has been derived in a number of sources (for example, see Hogan, I9g7; Volpe and

Khosla 1993b). The relationship has been experimentally validated and is widely accepted.

Insights gained from this relationship have been shown to have application in stabilizing

impact. It will be shown below, however, that this relationship is specific to a computed

torque based formulation of impedance control. The relationships that hold for position

based formulations of impedance control will then be der.ived.

This section is organized as follows: first, the proof of the existing r.elationship is

presented and discussed. Secondly, the corresponding relationship is clerived for. the

proposed position based formulation of impedance control. The meaning ancl

consequences of this relationship are discussed. Lastly, a third relationship is derived for
an altemate formulation of position based impedance control.

6.1 rhe Relationship of rorque Based tmpedance control to
Force Control

One of the most general proofs of the relationship under question was presented by

Volpe and Khosla (1993b). The proof is presented here for purposes of illustration. The

equations describing the control law are:

Mx+ C(* - *u) +K(x -x., ) = -f

r=DQu+h+Jrf

where x and x¿ âre vectors describing the actual and desired Cartesian positions of the

end-effectol', M, C, and K are the target impedance mafiices, f is the measured for-ce, T

and qa are the generalized joint torques and desired joint positions, D is the joint space

inertia matrix, h is the vector of centripetal, coriolis, gravimetric and frictional joint
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torques, and J is the manipulator Jacobian. Solving for the desired accelerations and

converting joint accelerations to Cartesian accelerations gives the following relations:

t = Jt'[P(fo - Ð + f - K,*]+ h''

P = ÂM-l

^ 
= J-tDJ-t

f¿=C*¿+K(xu-x)
K' =PC
h* =h+Jtr,jtq

In converting the desired accelerations flom Cartesian space to joint space, the

manipttlator inertia matrix D was converted to an equivalent Cartesian inertia matr-ix À.

Neglecting rate feedback and nonlinear force terms, the control tolques are simply given

by

r = J'''[(P _ IXf,, _ Ð + f,, )]

Therefore, the control law is equivalent to propol'tional explicit force control with

feedforwald. The equivalent force control gain is then:

Ki't=AM-'-I

wherc I is the identity matdx. This simple relation shows that, for a tolque based

impedance controller operating against a stiff environment with negligible sensor

dlmamics, the control action is equivalent to proportional explicit force control. The

equivalent control gain is proportional to the ratio of the actual inertia to the target

impedance inertia. This rclationship motivated experiments that showed stability using

proportional force gains as low as -1 (Volpe & Khosla, 1993b). This can equivalently be

thought of as increasing the target inertia to the point where the desired accelerations

caused by impact forces are very small.

The above derivation makes a number of assumptions, such as a stiff environment

and negligible sensor dynamics. These assumptions allow the lack of consideration of the

Kx term in the exprcssion for f¿. The end-effector position is assumed to be constant in

the presence of a stiff environment. For static force control, this condition r.equires f¿ :
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Kx¿, instead of the correct expression f¿ : Klulx¿, where Kror: K(K+Kon)-rKoç and Kcrr :
K,(Ks+K.)-'K.. This shows that the relationship is under the further constraint that the

target stiffrress is much less that that of the combined sensor-environment system.

An alternative derivation of this controller equivalence relation will now be shown,

for two reasons. First, the technique used will be that used for subsequent proofs, and it is

desirable to show its validity. Secondly, this proof will be less restrictive in its
assumptions, showing the effects of appreciable environmental compliance quantitatively.

The torque based fotmulation of impedance control is represented in the following

diagram:

Figure 6-1: Torque based impedance control block diagram.

where A is the Laplace transform of the vector of desired Cartesian accelerations. Note

that the actuator transfet function A is not used in Figure 6-1 because TBIC assumes

conüollable actuatol torques. Assuming further that the nonlineal terms in the dynamic

equation can be ignored and that the dynamics of the physical lobot-sensor-environment

system can be modeled as a linear system as described in Section3.2, the blocks in Figure

6- I can be filled with the following ûansfer functions:

Mx =M-'(Cs+K)
Mp = M-t

c=J'r(^A+F)
G=Re

H = RxRi'
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wherc Rr and Rx âl'e as defined in Section 3.2.1. The control torque generated by this

control scheme is

t = J'''Â[M* (Xo - X) - M, r]+ J''F

= J'{n[M* x., - (MxH* Mr) r]+ n]

= J'{A(M*H+ Mr) - rI4 - F) + F,}

where F¿ : (MxH+Me)-tMxX¿. Therefore, in the static limit, the control scheme is

equivalent to proportional gain explicit force control with gain matrix P : 
^(MxH 

.¡ Mr) -

I. In the limiting case as the environment and sensor become stiff, H-+0 so p-+r\.Mr - I,
as derived previously. Note, howeveL, that the dependence of F¿ and p on the

environmental and sensor parameters is now shown. The static component of F¿ now

satisfies the desired impedance relationship for any environmental and sensor stiffilesses.

Furthetmot'e, F¿ is no longer clependent on position feeclback, niaking the set-point

independent of the output variables.

The preceding analysis has shown that a block diagram approach can be used to

derjve a general relation between the target impedance parameters and the effective

explicit force control proportional gain constant fol a computed tolque based fom'lation
of impedance control. This ability will now be exploited to derive couesponding relations

for position based impedance control.

6.2 The Relationship of Position Based Impedance control to
Force Control

6.2.1 Proposed Formulation

The first formulation of position based impedance control that will be considered is

that of pure set-point tracking.
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Figure 6-2: Position based impedance control block diagram (proposed
formulation).

The transfer ftlnctions in Figure 6-2 arc the same as those given in above, again

with G : Rr and H : RxRF-'. It is important to note that the functions M¡ and Mp are

different in the position basecl formulation than in the torque based formulation. The

expression fol'the control torque is:

t = J''' A[CJ'''(MX Xu - X- M, F) _ O, X]

= J'' R{C J'''[M* X., - (H+ Mr)F]- O"H F]

= J' R{c J'(H+ M.)({, - F) - o"H F}

where F¿ : (H+Mr)-'MxXu. In order to determine the equivalent force controller, the

implementation of explicit force control on the same system must be analyzed..

Figure 6-3: Explicit force control block diagram for a hydraulic system.

The control torques generated by an explicit force controller applied to the system

are:

r = J''' n{cfr. - r) - e" x}
= J''' A{C(q, - F) - Q"H n}
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Equating the control torques of the position based impeclance controller and the

explicit force controller gives the following relation:

cFc = cr" Jt(H+ Mr)

where the superscripts FC and PC refer to force and position control, respectively. This

relationship is very different than that derived for the computed-torque implementation.

The underlying behaviour of this equivalent force controller is that of the position

controller, modified by a filtering function. Analysis of the static component reveals that,

using a proportional position controller, the equivalent explicit force controller exerts the

proportional contl'ol effort

cFc : J''K'1K" '1K.+r(,)K.-' + K-')

In the limiting case of a stiff environment ancl sensor, this recluces to

ctc : J''K"K '

Thereforc, for position based impedance control, the effective ultimate force

conû'ol gain is invelsely proportional to the target stiffrress, as demonstrated in Figur-e 6-4,

whereas the computed torque counterpart was approximately inversely proportional to the

target ineftia. Figure 6-4 shows how the underlying position controller's behaviour is

modihed by the filter Jr(H+Mr). The plots show the control action of the equivalent

explicit force controller given a unit step in the output of the underlying position

controller. The steady-state output of the equivalent controller under these conditions is a

function of the target stiffness K. The equivalent controller will clearly be unstable for too

small a value of K. It will be shown later that the target stiffrress must exceed the

composite sensor-environment s tiffrress for stability.

HoweveL, basic behaviour of the controller is not limited to proportional control

action. Even for a simple second-order linear target impedance, the basic force control

action is that of the underlying position controller modified by a second-order filter. This

tesult is interesting in light of the findings of Volpe and Khosla (1993a) wherein it was

shown that a second-order filter was the optimal basic fom for explicit force control.
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The filter can be modifîed by selection of the target impedance force response.

This suggests the possibility of modulating the target impedance transfer functions to

cancel the effects of the environment. For example, if H was known, Mr could simply be

set to I - H, resulting in CFc : CtcJt. More practically, Mr could be selected to both

cancel H and obtain the specific control action desired. Corresponding modifications in

Mx could be made to simultaneously retain control over the set-point F¿, since it also

depends on the factor H + Me. A successful implementation of such a control scheme

would be very useftll since simultaneous modification of M¡ would prevent the specified

force control behaviour from interfeling with position contlol operations.
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Figure 6-4: Equivalent explicit force controller filter for
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6,2.2 Alternate Formulation

There are a number of alternate fonnulations of PBIC consistent with the

block diagram in Figure 3-4. This possibility arises fi.om the form of the

impedance relation derived from the system shown in Figure 3-6, written here in

form:

general

desired

matrix

Mü. + C(*, -*u) + K(x" - xu) = fo - f

In the implementation described previously, the above differential equation was

solved for the modifred position set-point x-. However, the acutal position x could be

sttbstituted for x,, or the comesponding derivatives, so long as x, can still be founcl. For

example, substituting both derivatives and solving for x, directly can be done as follows:

Mi + C(* -x,,) +K(x" -xu) = fu - f
KX. + (M.r2 + Cs)X- (Cs+ K)Xd = 4, -F

X, =K-r(cs+K)xu -K-r(Ms2 +cs)x+K-r(F,, _F)

x- = Mi,"lX., - Ml")x + MF) G. - F)

wherc the superscripts denote transfer functions for altemate fomulation ,,a". This

implementation has the two highly undesirable features of acceleration feedback and

unfiltertd force feedback. Another, more plausible example is worked out below:

Mii" + C(x -*o) + K(x - xu) = fu - f
Ms'X. + (Cs+KXX- Xu) = E, -F

X* = s-tM-'1cs+ KXX. -X) + s-tM-,(F. -F)
x" = MÍP(Xu - X) + Mfb) G,, - F)

This formulation of the impedance block is strongly related to that used in torque

based impedance control (TBIC). The value of & obtained here is merely the result of
integrating the accelerations calculated for TBIC. This formulation is examined now to
determine whether or not the formulation of PBIC affects the form of the equivalent force

controller.
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Figure 6-5: Position based impedance control block diagram (alternate
formulation).

In Figure 6-5, the impedance transfer functions are again different. In this case,

they lesult from solving the state equation fol' the position given by integrating the

accelerations. For example, using a seconcl-order system, these transfer ftrnctions are

derived as follows:

Mx. + C(x -*u) + K(x- x¿) = -f
Ms'X" + (Cs + K)(X- Xu) = -F

X, = s-tM*'1cs + KXX¿ - X) - s-'M-'F
X.=M*(Xu-x)-MFF

Note that these transfer ftinctions al.e the same as those used in the computed

torque based formulation, with a factor of s-2 to convert fiom accelerations to positions.

Regardless of the form of these transfer functions, the control torques are found as usual:

r = J'' A{c Jr[Mx (Xu - x] - x - M, F]- o" x]
= J" A{c J''[M, Xo - ((M* + r) H+ Mr)F]- e"H F]

= J'' A{c J' ((M* + r) H+ M'XF. - F) - e"H F}

where Fa : (Mr + (Mx + I)H¡-'M¡X¿. The equivalent explicit force controller is then:

cFc = ctc Jt[{M* + I} H+ M, ]

Filling in the values for the model transfer functions Mx and Mr shows that the

same explessions for F¿ are obtained in both fomulations.

F.lt' = (Ms2 + Cs+K + K.)-t M, Xu = 4t,



However, different exprcssions are obtained for the equivalent explicit force

controllers:

çFc(t) = CP" Jt'K"-t1Ms2 +cs+ K)-t(Ms2 + cs +K +K")
cFc(2) = CP" JtK"-tiy1-ts-'1Ms' + cs + K + K")

Evidently, the filter for the second formulation's equivalent controller has no finite

steady-state. This has direct consequences for the stability of this formulation that differ

considerably from those of the first formulation. Therefore, the equivalence analysis needs

to be conducted fol each specific formulation of pBIC to be implemented.

The reason that this alternate formulation, while probably feasible, was not

implemented because the motion of the set-point is affected by the current position, as

well as the current force. Thus, it is doubly susceptible to nonlinear effects such as

stiction. It was deemed preferable to develop a robust position controller than to deal

with extra motions in the set-point.

6,3 Experimental Verification

The theoretical results were tested using the apparatus described in Section 4. The

supports on the aluminum plate were set to the widest spacing, making the net

environment-plus-sensor stiffiress equal to 6200N/m (see Appendices B & E). The end-

effector was placed in contact with the plate for the start of the test. In or.der to maintain

consistency with the linearized analysis, however, a linear PI position contloller was used,

rather than the fully modified NPI controller.

The test was of the rcsponse of each controller to a step change in force set-point.

A regulation task was chosen in order to test the steady-state system performance. Two

control schemes were compared: the proposed position based impedance control

formulation (Figure 6-2) andits theoretically equivalent force controller (Figure 6-3). The

underlying position controller was implemented as a simple PI controller, the. only

modification of which was to perform a thresholding operation on the error signal. Only
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the second (up/down) link of the Unimate was allowed to

one meter extension for a constant manipulator Jacobian.

move, fixing the third link at

For simplicity, the impedance parameters were chosen so as to test the equivalence

relation without requiring the inclusion of environmental or sensor dynamics in the

equivalent explicit force controller filtering function. That is, the natural frequency of the

target impedance was chosen to be small compared with that of the composite sensor-

environment system. To this end, and to mask ttre high noise level in the force sensor

rcadings (see section 4), the target mass, m, was set to 500kg. Net system damping, f,n,,
was set to 3.0. The target stiffness, k, was set to thlee different values: 50N/m, 500N/m,

and 5000N/ni' Stiffness was varied to allow testing of equivalence relations in both the

controller action and force set-point modification, since both of these relations clepend on

stiffness only in the steady-state.

The plots show a very high correlation between the response of the impedance

controller and that of the ploposed equivalent force controller. Force, position, and even

control signal histories compare very closely. The difference observed between the

appearance of the control signals is due to the nature of their respective source error

signals. The impedance conûoller signal is relatively steady but moves in steps. This is

due to the fact that the position encoder signal is fiee fiom noise but is oper.ating in a
range where the encoder lesolution is visually evident. Likewise, the explicit force

controller signal is noisy because the force signal is noisy. However, both controllers take

the same actions at the same times, showing their equivalence.

The exprcssion found for the equivalent force set-point is also verjfied. The

equivalent steady-state force set-points required by sharìng a 100N load between the

model and the environment for model stiffnesses of 50, 500, and 5000N/m are 99N, 92N,

and 55N, respectively. These are indeed the approximate steady-state levels attained in

both impedance and fotce control trjals. As the model stiffrress is increased, it will bear a

greater fraction of the virtually-imposed set-point force.

A number of consequences for the use of a position based impedance controller

can be seen at this point. Filst, any force control application of PBIC will require some
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form of compensation for the set-point attenuation observed with increasing target

stifftess. This compensation could take the form of an artificially increased force set-

point. Secondly, the composite modeUsensor/environment stiffiress has been shown to be

the crjtical factor in determining system stability. A low composite stiffness rcsults in

greater steady-state controller gains (see Figure 6-4). This suggests an eventual system

destabilization for small composite stiffnesses. Inspection of Figure 6-4 shows that the

trial durations were insuff,icient for the controller sþal to reach full strength when a low

target stiffness is specified. The system behaviour in longer expedments is tested later in

this work (Section 7). Thirdly, the impedance mass has been shown both analytically and

experimentally not to be the primary factor affecting force control equivalence, as it is in

the case of torque based irnpedance control. This has direct implications for. the selection

of target impedances for applications involving environmental impact in particular. For

further evidence of the non-rcliance of system stability on the selection of tar.get mass, see

Section 7.

6.4 Summary

A commonly-used relationship between gains in an impedance controller and its

equivalent explicit force controller was shown to be true only for torque based

formulations of impedance control. A new relationship was derived for position based

impedance control. Experimental rcsults verified this rclationship in a static force control

application.
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7. Limitations of Position Based lmpedance Gontrol

7.1 Theoretical Limits oî PBIC in a Reat System

The analysis presented thus far assumes linearity in the robot, sensor, and the

environment. In reality, of course, this is far from the case. The interaction of two
nonlinearities, finite encoder resolution and Coulomb fiiction, will now be examined.

Consider a single degree-of-freedom system in continuous contact with the environment

controlled using the proposed position based formulation of impedance control. Let us

defrne ôq as the vector of the resolutions of the encoders used to measure the generalized

joint displacement vector q. The corresponding Cartesian resolution ôx is then given by

ôx: Jõq

where J is the manipulator Jacobian. The joint positioning accul.acy must be limited by

ôq; in fact, if the position controller does not ignore errors of this magnitude, a set-point

which does not coincide with an encoder position will result in error integral accumulation

and thelefore limit cycling. Therefore, the Cartesian position accuracy is limited by ôx.

Let us continue to designate the Cartesian stiffnesses of the sensor, environment,

and target impedance as K5, K¡¿, ând K, respectively. In the steady-state, the force rcad

by the sensor is f': K5(x-x.) : KnX", where x and xc are the displacements from the robot-

sensor and sensor-environment junctions, r-espectively. Solving for f, gives

f* = Ku (Kn + K")-tK.x
= K¡.¡r¡.,X

Then, assuming negligible sensor d¡mamics, the change in force resulting from a joint
displacement of one encoder resolution is

ôf": Knr.rõx

The steady-state change in position set-point ðx, due to a change in folce sensor

readings ðf" required by the target impedance is
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ôx,: -K-tôf.

Let us now consider the following scenario: the current manipulator position x

read by the encoders is separated from the set-pointby a distance e : Aôx, where A is a

diagonal matfix with I .1o,,1.2. Letus assume that the controller successfully positions

the end-effector Bôx closer to the set-point, where B is also diagonal with 1 .lÊ,,1 <2as

well. The rcmaining error in position calculated is still (A-I)ôx, since the portion of Bôx

over õx cannot be measuled. The motion results in an incrcase in force read by the for-ce

sensor of ðf' : K¡i¡¡.Bðx. The reaction required by the target impedance in response to

the increased force rcsults in a new error.

e'= e -l ôx.

= (A - I)ôx - K-'ôf,

k > k*Øa-'

=(o-Ð-K*tK,,,,,,Bþx

In order to assure that there will be no limit cycling, each component of this new

enor must be less the conesponding component of the Cartesian rcsolution ôx. This leads

to the following condition for each component of e, :

le'l < ðx

þ t -t'k*Fþx<õx
k-tk"rþ <a

The lower-case letters are the diagonal entries of the matrices used for the above

analysis, with subscripts dropped for clarity. The stiffrress matrices were also assumed to

be diagonal. The important result of the frnal equation stems from the fact that, by

definition, the factor pcr-t is between 0.5 and 2. Therefore, given any f,rnite encoder

resolution, limit cycles will occur unless the static component of the target impedance is

greater than half the composite stiffuess of the environment and sensor. Limit cycles may

still occur unless the specified stiffrress is the double of that encounteled in the
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environment. Note that a compliant sensor will improve system stability by decreasing the

effective environmental stifftress.

In most applications, there is probably a finite positioning accuracy limit which is

greater than the encoder resolution. If such is the case, the vector ôq in the above analysis

can be replaced with ôqn, the vector of joint positioning accuracy limits. The resulting

conditions for instability are the same, but any limit cycles will be of greater amplitude

because of the greater positioning error.

7,2 Experimental Verification

The long term static force control abilities of the impedance controller wele tested

by extending the duration of the experiments performed in Section 6.3. The plate

supports wet'e set to obtain an environmental stiffness of 7200N/m, combining with the

sensol' to give a net effective stiffness of 6200N/m. Four target stifftresses were used: 50,

500, 5000, and 50000N/m. To show that damping does not improve stability, the

damping constants were set so that the complete robot-sensol-environment system would

be overdamped for k < k,th and underdamped for k > kop The NPI position controller of
Section 4.6 was used.

The results showed the predicted behaviour. All trials wherc the target stiffiress

was less than the effective environmental stiffrress rcsulted in evenftial limit cycles. The

souÏce of these limit cycles can be most clearly seen in the position plots, where the set-

point moves in response to the change in force resulting from actually reaching the set-

point. The amplitude of oscillation was approximately 3mm (see Figure J -2, for example),

conesponding to 0.17" of up/down motion, the previously established minimum tr-acking

error. The onset of these cycles was slowest for the lowest value of stiffrress because of
the low natural fiequency of that system. The fiequency of cycling appeared to increase

with the higher natural frequencies resulting from increased target stiftress. Note,

however, that the oscillations became sporadic in the k:5000N/m trial. This lends further

confidence to the theoretical results, since this value of stiffiress lies within the pr.edicted

50o/o to 200o/o band about k,¡ where limit cycles nray or may not occur. Finally, no limit
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cycles weÍe observed for the greatest value of stiffiress (see Figure 7-4), which is greater

than double the effective environmental stiffuess. This stability is observed in spite of the

highly underdamped response of the system.

Further tests were performed to refute the possibility that the selection of the

target mass has an effect on the ultimate behaviour of the system. Figure 7-6 shows the

result of increasing the target mass by a factor of i00 in the low stiffiress trial. The

increased mass slows the system response, but does not prevent the eventual occurrence

of limit cycles. Conversely, a trial using a low mass and high stiffrress fails to indicate any

likelihood of instability. Clearly, the target stiffiress is the only quantity affecting long

term stability.
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7.3 Consequences

The preceding analysis and experiments show that finite positioning accuracy

results in limit cycling when the curent formulation of PBIC is implemented. The only

way to assure that these limit cycles will not occur is to set the target stiffuess to be

greater than double the effective environmental stiffrress. This constraint has clear

implications for static force control applications of PBIC. For stable operation, the

required stifftress will also cause a large steady-state error, since the model stifftress will
take the larger share of the virtually-imposed force set-point (see Figure 6- l0). However,

some form of set-point compensation can be used to regain accuracy. For example,

multiplying the force set-point by lcait(k+k4)tit will completely compensate for loacl

shaling. Even if the environmental stifÏress is unknown, the force set-point can be safely

multiplied by a factor of 2, so long as the environment is more compliant than the moclel.

The findings of this section lencl furthel snpport to the newly-cler.ived relation for
force controller equivalence of Section 6.2. Figure 7-5 &. Figure 7-6 especially show that

the target mass does not affect the stability of the system in the manner predicted by the

relation for torque based impedance control. AII the experiments just shown confirm that

instability is not immediately appatent, but becomes so in an amount of time according to

the specified system dynamic. Recalling Figure 6-4, lower target stiffrresses will result in
larger ultimate controller gains, and therefore instability, just as seen here.

7,4 Summary

A simple analysis has shown that any finite positioning accuracy will produce

sustained oscillations in a position based impedance controlled system if the target stiffness

is less than half the effective environmental stifftress. Limit cycles may yet occur unless

the the target stifftress exceeds twice the effective environmental stiffiness. Experiments

confirmed these predicitions. The experiments also sûengthened the evidence for the

newly-derived relationship between position based impedanace control and explicit folce

control.
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8. Conclusions

This work has addressed the problem of enabling an existing hydraulic manipulator

to interact with a variety of environments. A review of the literature showed that a
position based fomulation of impedance control (PBIC) appears to be best suited to this

application becattse of the difficulty in implementing torque control on hydraulic actuators.

Analysis of the control strategy showed that equivalent explicit force controllers

exist for both torque and position based impedance controllers in a small, linearized region

about the point of operation of the respective systems. This had aheady been shown for
torque based formulations of impedance control, but a more genel'al relation was clerived

here. The primary finding of this analysis, however, was that the form of the PBIC-

equivalent explicit force controller was ftrndamentally clifTerent from the one a¡.eady

known for tolqtte based impedance control (TBIC). The equivalent force control gains

for PBIC were shown to vary inversely with target stiffiress, while those for TBIC varied

inversely with target mass. Furthemole, while the TBIC-equivalent contr.oller was known

to be a simple pfoportional controller, the PBlC-equivalent controller retained the form of
its underlying position controller, modif,red by a second-order filter.. These theoretical

results were supported by experimental results contrasting the action of an impedance

controller and its hypothetically equivalent explicit force controller.

To meet the demanding position-tracking requirements of this application, a novel

position controller was developed. Based on a patented nonlinear.Pl controller by Morse

et al. (1988), the new conüoller incorporated a nonlinear velocity error based signal that

was shown to be able to reliably detect the onset of Coulomb fiiction-induced error and

compensate for it. The controller developed was shown experimentally to be capable of
accurate tracking of trajectories whose amplitudes exceeded 7 encoder resolution widths,

and of regulation to within 2 encoder lesolution widths of error. This level of accuracy

was observed over 2 orders of magnitude of step, ramp, and sine wave tr.ajectories in fiee

space.
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The position controller also proved to be robust in the presence of external forces

applied at the end-effector, as seen in its perfonnance as a component of the position

based impedance control loop. Because of this continued level of performance, the

impedance controller was shown experimentally to be capable of masking the actual,

highly nonlinear robot dynamics and replacing them with those of the target impedance.

The impedance controller was shown to be capable of static and dynamic force control,

impact force reduction, and multi-dimensional coordinated position control and force

regulation. These abilities were proven ovel nearly an order of magnitgde of
environmental stiffrress.

Finally, an important condition on the long-term stability of the position based

impedance controller with a finite positioning accuracy r,vas shown. It was shown that

limit cycles wor-rld result tlnless the target stiffness exceeclecl one half of the environmental

stiffness, and could result unless the environmental stiffness was exceeded by a factor of ¿t

least two. These analytical predictions wele experimentally confirmed. Furthermore,

experiments showed that the only impedance parameter controlling the occur1ence of limit
cycles was the stifftress; increasing mass ot' damping would only delay the onset of the

limit cycles' never prevent them. This finding further supported the newly dedved rclation

for the PBlC-equivalent explicit force controller, since the TBlC-equivalent expression

predicts incteased stability with increased target mass. A simple method of retaining

controller petfotmance in force control tasks in the light of the restrictions on target

stiffness was proposed and found to work well in experiment.

The above conclusions show that the theoretical and experimental work in this

thesis have demonstrated the promise and limitations of position based impedance control
for implementation on an existing industrial hydraulic manipulator.
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9. Recommendations for Future Work

9.1 Theory

9.1.1 Optimal Form for Target fmpedance

This work has focused on applications of second-order linear target impedances.

This focus was made to facilitate comparison with the previous work of other researchers,

the vast majority of whom used this model. However', there is no reason that another set

of dynamic relations could not be used for the target impedance. Fore example, first order
linear impedances have been used previously (Hogan, 1988; Johansson and Spong 1994;

Cohen and Flash, l99l).

However, greatet'potential gains ale to be made by examining the possibility of a
general tal'get impedance. As shor,vn in Section 3.1.5, the target impeclance can

altelnatively be thought of as an admittance parallel to the environmental admittance.

Therefore, the apparent environmental admittance as seen by the encl-effector is subject to
modification based on the selection of the target impedance. The advantages and

disadvantages of such modification bear examination.

9,2 Position Control

9.2.1 Robust Overshoot Reduction

The method of overshoot leduction employed in this work, the integration of
braking accelerations, is effective but not robust. The amount of clamping provided by this

technique is proportional to the magnitude and duration of set-point deceleration, and

therefore so to is the degree of overshoot reduction. Figure 4-25 shows that, in order to
have good tracking at larger velocities, the overshoot reduction is insufficient at low
velocities. Perhaps a velocity-dependent gain, or another method altogether, might prove

mole robust.
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9,2.2 Reverse Repetition Motions

The dynamic force control test has identified a problem with the position

controller: it had difficulty with fine control of motions when the required actuator torque

opposed the direction of motion. The conect direction of motion was still obtained, but

the trajectory exhibited overshoot, especially for small commanded displacements.

In otder to extend the excellent trajectory-tracking abilities of the position

controller to this scenario, some form of force feedback must be introduced. The

equivalent joint torques caused by the forces on the end-effector can be obtained through

the manipulator Jacobian. These joint torques could then be incorporated into the control

signal, either by direct feedforward or through a more sophisticated technique.

9.3 lmpedance Control

9.3.1 Noise Reduction

Presently, the high level of noise in the force sensor reading reqnires a target mass

of at least 50kg for a smooth response. No efforts to reduce this level of noise were macle

because levels may be unavoidably this high in an actual application. However, if some

industrially feasible hardwarc modification or filtering method were implemented, it would

allow the controller to be tested using both faster target dynamics and lower target

stiffnesses. It would be interesting to see how small of a transient lesponse could be

obtained in the intenupted circular trajectory test of Section 5.5. However, even with a
successful reduction in noise, the fundamental constraints on the selection of stiffiness

would remain.

9.3.2 Circumventing Restrictions on Target Stiffness

The most sedous problem with the position based impedance control method that

has been uncovered in this work is the constraint on the selection of the tar-get impedance

for long-term stability. It should be noted that the effects of ignoring this restriction are

only seen in prolonged experiments, unless fast target dynamics are specifiecl. Limit cycles

only appear if the force set-point and nominal position tlajectory are helcl stationary for. a
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long time (compared with the characteristic time of the target impedance). Still, in some

applications, the whole point of implementing impedance control is to increase the

apparent compliance of the robot. If prolonged static environmental contact is required in

such a situation, the necessary constraint of the target stiffuess being greater than double

the effective environmental stifftress will defeat the purpose of implementing the

conûoller.

The force control experiments in Sections 5.3 &. 5.4 showed that a set-point

compensation method could be used to circumvent the effects of the stifftress restriction.

It is worth investigating the possibility of using an analogous technique on the position

set-point for implementation on problematic applications such as the one described above.

For example, once environmental contact is confirmed by a non-zero force sensor reacling,

the incremental changes in the nominal trajectory along the constrained clegree-of-fr.eeclom

cottld be decreased by a factor calculated to give the correct steady-state displacement.

For example, let /c. be the desired target stiffness which is less than the environmental

stiffrress, and fr* be a stiffness greater than double the environmental stiffness assuring

stability. Then defining Ax,¡" as the incrcmental change to the compensated nominal

trajectory, using the following lelation will mask the fact fhat k* is being used as the target

impedance, making it appear-as though k- were used.

Lx., =T33*,,
e

This technique would have the same problems with estimation of environmental

stiffness as the force set-point compensation method, but even the roughest estimation

would provide an improvement over the uncompensated performance.

9.3.3 Alternate Formulations of pBIC

As shown in Section 3.1.5, the formulation of position based impedance control

studied hele is not the only possible formulation. The altemate formulation aheady given

as an example could cause problems with the position controllel developed herein because

it incorporates its own position feedback, but it may have other advantageous properties.
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For example, it is not known whether or not the constraint on target stiffness selection

also applies to the altemate formulation.

Pelletier and Doyon (1994) suggested a number of possible fomulations of
impedance control for use with position based controllers. In fact, they concluded that an

integrated velocity based formulation of PBIC had the best properties. It would be well

worth investigating how their results apply to a hydraulic robot.

9.3.4 Adaptive Impedance Control

A vast and almost untapped area of research involves adaptively changing the

target impedance paranteters, ol' even the form of the talget impedance, on-line to obtain

optimal manipulator performance. All of the work presented here and most of the existing

literatt¡l'e cleal with the problem of maliing the manipulator impedance conform to a static

target impedance. However, the models inspiring the whole field of robotics, organic

limbs, are not controlled in this way. The wrist is made compliant to throw a baseball, and

stiff to swing a bat. The impedance of the leg is varied greatly over one gait cycle (Hogan,

1985b). If robotic manipulators are to behave as naturally as organic ones, then the

problem of controlling the robot to match a dynamic target impedance m¡st be addressed.

As a preliminary investigation, a compalison of different simple adaptive

techniques could be made. For example, the task of limiting the forces incurred in the tdal

of section 5.5 to below an absolute threshold could be attempted by:

a) adaptively modulating the target stifftress,

b) adaptively modulating an offset to the position set-point, or

c) implementing a target impedance with a nonlinear "limit switch"-like spring.

The advantages and disadvantages of the different techniques could be contrasted,

giving direction to the next step in the investigation.
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Appendix A: Inverse Kinematics for the lJnimate MKIh2000

The inverse kinematics for the Unimate werc derived using the descriptive

conventions established by Denavit and Hartenburg. The manipulator parÍìmeters are (Fu

et al., 1987):

Table 1: Denavit-Hartenburg parameters for unimate MKII-2000.

Using these parameters, the following transfonnation matrices are obtained:

fcos0, 0 -sin0, 0-j

o^ lsinO, 0 cosO, 0l
^' =l o -r o tt.l

|"¡v"'|

L o 0 o ll

[cos0, 0 sin0, a, cos0,l

r ¡ lsinO, 0 -cosO z azsin0, 
IA^=l - 
|'l0 I 0 0 
ILo o o r l

l-o -t o ot
. l-t o o ol'4.-=l 

I'l0 0 1d,l
lo o o r_l

Multiplying these matrices gives the following set of relations for the end point position:

t29

Link Variable e, (t¡ Ai d¡

I (Right/I-eft) et -900 -90" 0 dt

2 (Down/Up) 0z -90" 900 ü2 0

3 (Out/ln) cl-¡ -90" 00 0 tls



Solving

Note that this

Cartesian space

.r : cosO, {4 sine, + a, cosg r}
¡, = sin0,{4 sine z t azcos0r}

z = d, + rf cosO, + arsinï,

les gives the inverse kinematic solution:

,tr=ffi
solution is unambiguous (one-to-one ancl onto)

into joint space.

in its ntapping flom
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Appendix B: Velocity Measurement by Linear Regression of
Digital Encoder Readings

Problem

In the absence of tachometers, the joint velocities required by the conÍoller must

be obtained using the position readings from the encoders and the times at which those

readings were obtained. A simple linear regression can be used to estimate the slope of
the position history. However, this simple technique can be complicated by the finite

encoder resolution.

At low joint velocities and/or high sampling rates, the joint movement between

subsequent readings may be less than the encocler can measure, resulting in identical

position measurcments. In the limiting case of a 2-point legression, this phenomenon will
result in the calculation of a false, zero velocity for the second such point. When the

encoder resolution is eventually surpassed, a spike in velocity will occur. At the other

extreme, using many points in the regression will eliminate this impulse behaviour, but can

smooth the profile excessively, obscuring detail. Furthermorc, because only the points on

one side of the instant can be used in the reglession, a time lag is introduced.

It is therefore necessary to fïnd a functional trade-off between the two extlemes.

The number of points used fol this optimal regression will depend on the sampling rate,

the operating range of velocities, and the requirements of the system.

Linear Regression

The best linear fit to a set of data points is the vector {, *o}' that minimizes the

sum of the squared errors in the solution of the following equation:

I;l ll il, ,,

1,1-l;,]1"/

l3l



where n is the number of points used in the regression. This equation can be written more

compactly as:

x=Tv

The solution for the linear parameters v and xo that results in the least squared error is

given as follows:

û = (t''tf't.x

Experimental Results

A position tfajectory was generated using a quarter cosine wave of amplit¡de l0
degrees. An encoder resolution of 0.28 degrees and sampling rate of 200r,. were assumed,

and tlsed to digitize the trajectory. The actual and digitized tr.ajectories are shown in
Figure 9-7 ' The position was assumed to be zero fol all negative time, for purposes of the

regression.

Figure 9-7: Test position profile.
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The rcsults of using different number of points in the regrcssion are shown in

Figure 9-8. The impulse behaviour previously described is clearly visible when using a 2-

point regression. Much oscillation is present even with a 10 point regression. The derived

velocity profile is reasonably smooth using a20 pointregression, but a more noticeable lag

is introduced. This lag increases as more points are used in the regression. Eventually, at

100 points, excessive smoothing has greatly distorted the character of the velocity profile.

Based on this analysis, a 20 point regression was used to obtain the velocities

required by this controller. The lack of significant artificial oscillations was important for
stability when using velocity error based control signals. Equally important, however, was

a short lag time, in older to ensure a quick response in stiction detection. A shor-t lag time

was also cl'itical so that no significant phase lag develops between position a'd velocity

signals.
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Appendix C: Position Controller Tuning and Gains

The total position control action is described by the following equations:

u(t)= K,,e* KrI(t)

e(t)=q"(r)-q(t)

-(J,o,,",- Kre(t) 
,flag =OKI

(t¡r - nr¡+e(t )Lt + K,,tjb*,Ai,,tL,) ,,9.(4!, . , Jta¡4 = 1'a(q)+e-(t)

Q¡t - u ¡+ e(t )a.t + K,,i¡t""r""'¡¡--:!L-, Jtag =g'a(q)+e'(t)
U"""" - K''e(l)

,. 
__:______ , .l,la¡1 = g

/l/

I(t)=

è"t¡.tion 1 -è,,r, & U ) -U,o,,,o, & flag = 1

lè",,,,,.,,1< è,,,, & fltrg = g

lè",,,,,,1) è,,r, & flag: g
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The position controller gains were tuned empirically using the test pattems plotted

in Section 4 to assess performance. The following procedure was used:

l. Establish maximum stable proportional gain using linear p-control.

2. Add integral control action, determining maximum integral gain.

3. Convert to modified Morse controller, determine optimum cr and K7 for fastest

ranp test (the parameter p was always set at 50).

4. Set c{.,,,.,.'. to this value of cr.

q,(r) - cj(r)

lo.oo, * l4l I
" ( ir,,,,, )

[d irtiq<o

fo if¿jct>0
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5. Determine threshold where controller action overcomes stiction ancl deadbancl

for each direction of motion. use thresholds in VETIA method.

6- Add braking acceleration to the integral. Detemine optimum Kofor overshoot

reduction using ramp and sine wave test patterns.

This procedure was applied to each link of the Unimate in isolation. The results are

summarized below:

Table 2: Position controller gains.

Control Gain Link I (leflright) Link2 (up/down) Link 3 (inlout)

Kr 92m\.cteg-l 215 niA.deg-l 17600 mA.m-r

Kt 613 mA.degrs
.I l15l mA.cleg-rs-t 65900 mA.m-'

_ts'

CL,,,u., 5000 deg's-' 8000 deg2s-2 20 mts't

4 nr"^ I 0 deg/s 10 deg/s 0.2mls

cur¡n 0.15 deg/s 0.15 deg/s 0.0015 m/s

Ulorr, 88 mA 88 mA 141 mA

U uoro, 88 mA 114 mA 176mA

K,, 26.4 s' 150 s' 3520 s?

Ê 50 50 50
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Appendix D: Plate Stiffness

The equivalent Cartesian stiffrress of the test plate can

beam deflection theory (Beer and Johnson, 1 98 i).

be found using standard

Figure 9-1: Test plate under load.

The deflection of the plate at the point À of apprication of the load F is:

Ax=
rx'(r -xf

3EIL

whele E is Young's modulus for the matelial and I is the moment of inertia of the plate,s

cross section about its axis of rotation. The apparent Cartesian stiffiress of the plate is:

,.-Fn"- 
L"

3EIL

x'(r-x)'
48EI=I:

for À : 0.5L. The plate was made of aluminum (E : 70GPa), was of rectangular cross-

section (width 10.5in., thickness 1/8in.) with supports spaced by 27.25n or 14in. These

numbers give stiffrresses of 7.2kN/m and 53kN/m for the two spacings, respectively.

Analysis of the above equation shows that these stiffness values are fairly insensitive to

errors in positioning the load. Placing the load 5o/o to one side of center results in a
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stiffrress which is only 2Vo higher than that calculated for a centrally applied load, while a

l0To enor in load placement results in a ïvo error in stifftress.
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Appendix E; Sensor Stiffness

The sensor stiffiress was calculated using a linear regression on data collected from

the experimental apparatus. The manipulator was positioned so that it was exerting a

downwards force on a stiff object, such as a chair. The magnitude of the force across the

force sensor was then calculated, and the perpendicular surface-to-gripper distance was

measured manually. The measurements varied by up to 0.5 inches between trials at a
given force level due to compliance in the gripper, which allowed some vadation in the

angle at which the sensor assembly was helcl. This variation was not compensated for
(except thlough statistical methods) because the phenomenon was inher.ent to the

apparatlls, and wotlld therefore occul during all experiments. The results of this

measlu'ement procedure are shown belor,v.
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Figure 9-2: Linear regression on sensor deflection data.
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Appendix F: Code

/* inptrial. c
,/* Model- Reference Impedance ControfLer for the Unimate
,/* written 04/95 Lo IO/95
/* Bradley Heinrichs
/* some routines by A. Lohse

*/
Robot */

*/
*/
*/

#include <stdio.h>
#incfude <conio.h>
#incfude <process. h>
#include <dos.h>
#incfude <math. h>
#incl-ude <string.h>
*incl-ude <malfoc.h>

ildefine TimerResolntion 1193181.667
i+def ine D_To_A*BASE_ADDRESS 704
#define A_TO_D_BASE_ADDRESS 720
#define PIo12_BASE*ÀDDRESS 736
ildef ine tsarnple 0. 005
+define DTSAVE 0.0 5
i:define Drt'fsAVE 1000
i+define N_reg 20
#define I'fÀX_REc 2
lldefine IND_L 0
lfdefi-ne tND_1 I
iidefine rND_2 2
ildefi.ne IND_3 3
iidefíne IND_1d 4
ildefine IND_2d 6
+define IND_3d 9
ildefine IND_u2 5
i+define lND_force 7
ifdefine IND_fd I
+define IND_k 10
ì*define rND_t'fAx 12

FILE *zout, *zdout;
FILE *fout, *fdout;
FILE *xIout, *xl 2out, *xl3out;

int d_to_a_channel, data;
j.nt maskt6l = t0,3I,7,3,7,31 ;
long t.1 , t2;
doubl-e r, time=Q. 0, otdt.ime=0. 0;
int ndata=O;
f ]oat data_block I rND_MAX ] [DIMSÀVE] ;

ffoat *x, *xd,*xi, *gd, *qddot, *q, *qdot.
ffoat *Hj.ghlimit/ *Lowlimit;
fl-oat a2=0 . t3, a4=0 . 5, q4;
float *fend;
fl-oat tKp, *Ki, *Ka, *alpha;
ffoat k, k_i, c,m,eta,eta_net,wn;
float kenv;
float deltat;
ffoat uboost, foffset:30. O;

float rtd=180. 0/3. 14159;

char savedir [60 ] ;

void store_data(int i) ;
void save_data ( void ) ;
FILE* openfile(char *fifename, cha¡ *mode)
void open_fiLes ( char *dir- ) ;void close_files (void ) ;
void initializetimer(void) ;
void restoretirner I void ) ;
Iong readtirner ( void ) ;
int get_a_to_d ( int a_to_d_channel ) ;

/* in seconds */
/* number of data points to store *,/
,/* Use N_reg : 20/(2}}*rsatnple) */

*qi/ *u, *fd'

/* Fixed manipufator palameteïs */
/* External force on end-effector */
/* Controller gains */
/* 'largeL inpedance t/

/t Interval betrveen sarnples (sec1 x7
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void initialize_d_to_a (void ) ;void ini.tialize_pio12 (void) ;
void out_d_to_a(int i) ;
void zero_voltage_and_cu.rrent_outputs (void) ;void get_foffset(void) ;

void path(t1o.¡ *q-des/float *qdot-des,ftoat pos-nin/froat pos_max/ffoat T[],float t_t¡aj [ ] , ffoat t_acc, float time ) ;void trajectory(froat qi,froat qf,float r,froat t-acc,ffoat t_ref/fr.oat *q_des,
¡1o.¡ *qdot_des ) ;

doubLe regress_velocityl(double time, double x);void regress_velocity_vector(double time, float *x, float *v, int i);int morse_cont(float *state,fLoat *state_d, float h, float *output);
int equiv_f_cont(ffoat *state,fl-oat *state_d, fLoat h, fÌoat *output);
int PID_cont(fLoat *state,ffoat *state_d, float h, float routput);
float ROI_cont(float control-_signal, ffoat vel, float tine);float anti_stick_boost(fl_oat v, float v_set) ;void set_qd(ftoat *q_d/ ffoat tirne¡;
void set_fend(float *f, float time);
void qt,ox(float *q, float rx);
void xtoq(fl-oaL *x, ffoat *q);
void nrerror(chat *error_text) ;void flee_vectol:(float f,v,long nl,long nh);
f lo.rt *vector: ( long nl , long nh) ;void se l-_paratneLers ( ) ;

rìain ( intt argc, cìrar* *argv [ ] )
{

int i:0;

set_pal:anìeters ( ) ;
zer-o_voltage_and_current_outputs ( ) ;íniLi.rlize_piol2 ( ) ;
initiaLize_.ì_to_a ( ) ;
strcpy( savedir, argv I l] ) ;

get_foffset( );

initializelirnerl ¡;
r,rrite_inf ormation_to_moni tor ( ) ;

while(!kbhit() && ndata<DrlfsÄ.VE && time < 15.0) t

t2 = readtimer:();
r: (( (t2-tt) < 0) ? 4294967296.0 + (fong)
deltat= r/TimerResolution- time ;tine : r / TinerResolution,.

trigger_switch( );
display_joint_coordinates ( ) ;
dispJ"ay_force_gauge ( ) ;
j oystick_manipulate ( ) ;
if (deltat<0. 001) store data(ndata++) ;if ( (time-oldrime)>DTSÀVE) [

store_data (ndata++ ) ,.

oLdtime+:DTSAVE ;
l
L2 = readtilner( );
r = (( (t2-tl) < 0) ? 4294967296.0 + (Iong) (
def tat: r/TimerResolution- time ;r:(Tsample>deltaL) ? (Tsamp1e-deltat)*1000. 0.delayl (unsigned)¡);
i++,'

l
zero_voltage_and_current_outputs ( ) ;
save_data( ),'
restoretimer( );

(t2-L1) : (long) (t2-tl));

L2-t1

0.0;

(long) (t2-L1) );

l

//* * * * * * * * i * * ** * * * * * * * t * * * ** * t* * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * I
display-force-gauge( ) 

lrxx*********x****//

{
int value;
float dz, xo;
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vafue = get_a_to_d(15) ;

fend[1]-0.0-
fend[2]=0.0,
fend[3]=value*20. 0/66.O*9.8/2.2; // Newtons (I think)
xo=O . 0;
fend[3] -=foffset;

// Ea,llsafe in case of high forces

if (fendt3l>75. 0*9 .8//2. 2) t
zero_voltage_and_current_outputs ( ) ;
save_data ( ) ;
restoretimet ( ) ;
exit(1);

]
]
//* ** * *** ****t***********t***************f, ******f*********t
display-ioint-coordinates( ) 

xtr******************* */

t
int lsb,rnsb, angle, i;
int j [6] :[0,1, 3,2,5,4) ;
staLic int flag=l;
gotoxy ( I, 17 ) ;
for (i=l;i<:5;i++¡
t

outportb(PIO12_BÀSE_ADDRESS+2, j Iil ) ; /*choose iDput chanrìel */lsb:inp ( pro12_BASE_ADDREsS 
) ;

rnsb:i np ( pIO I 2_BASE_ADDRES S+ 1 ) ;angle = lsb+256 r(msb E rnaskljIi]l);

if(i==1) {

S[1]:0 .028t1778* ( (float) angfe) - ft3.5B4B;
l
if(i==3) {

q[2]:-0.0284006*((float) angte) + 27.59 ;
l
if(i:=2) (

St3l:0.00105*((f1oat) angte) - 0.0052;
l
if(i==5) [

q4=-0.'113475* ( ( ffoat) angle) + 3.797 :
)

)
qtox(q/x);
if(ftas) {

forli=0; i<3; i++) qi til=qtÍl;qtox(q,xi);
flag:0;

l

l

print_binary ( int byte)
t
int. i;
for (i=7;i>=4;l--¡

t
if(byte & (int)pov/( 2.0,í) )putch( ,1,);

else putch( '0' ),'
l

putch(' ,);
for (i=3;i>=0;i--)

{
if(byte & (int)pow(2.0,i) )putch(,1, );eÌse puLch( '0 r ) ;
l

putch(, ,);
l

j oysti ck_rnan ipul_ate ( )
t

int x,ytz,\,rtv,r;
int i;
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w = 2*get_a_to_d(3); /* smaÌL J/s l\tislL */
v : 2*get_a_to_d(4); /* smal-l j/s up/down *7
r: = -2*geL_a_to_d(5); /* small j/s Left/].ight- */

x=0;
Y=0;

/* Link I */
/* Lírìk 3 x/

z=0; /* Link 2 *,/
set_qd ( qd, tine ) ;
regress_velocity_vector(tj.mef q, qdot, 0 ) ;regress_velocity_vector ( time, qd, qddot, 1 ) ;
morse_cont ( q, qd, deÌtat, u ) ;
equiv_f_cont( fend. fd, deltat, u) ;for(i=1;i<:3;i++) [

l
x=(int)u[1];
y=(int)u[3];
z=(int)u[2];

data = x+2048; d_to_a
ont*d_l-o_a(data);
data = y-r2048; d_Lo_a
out_d_to_a(data);
data = z+2048; d_to_a
out_d_to_a(data);
data = r-t-2048; d_to_a
out_d_t.o_a(data);
clata = v+2048; d_to a
out_d_to-a(data);

if (ulil>2048.0) util=2048.0; ,t/ LímíL ourput
if (uIi]<-2048.0) uIi]=-2048.0;

// Vse morse or equiv_f, not both

-channeL = 2; /* 3 => X-vafve,rotate */

-clrannel = 5; /* 4 => y-valve,extend */

*channel = l; /* L => Z-¡lafve,\p/down */

-clrannef = 3; /*5 => I,i-valve ,roII*/

-channef = 4; /*2 => U-v.lf ve ,pLLc]nx /

l
//*****t*********************t**************************************************:
ffoat braking-acceleration(inL l-ink) 

xrxrÊxxr*t******+***//

t
sLäLj-c float vo[4]=[0. 0, 0.0.0. 0,0. 0] ;ffoat acc, naxacct4l:t0.0,15.0,100.0,0.051 ;;
acc=(qddot[1ink]-voIlink] )/deftat; /,/ Assume call-ed every iteration
vo I link ] =qddot I tink ] ;
if(acc>O.0 && qddottlinkl<0.0) tif 1 acc>rnaxacc [Ìink] ) acc=maxacc Ilink] ;
J efse if(acc<O.0 &e qddottlinkl>0.0) tif lacc<-rnaxaccIIink] ) acc=-maxaccIlink] ;I eJ-se acc:O . 0,'
return acc;

l
//**********************************************t******************t********** ******//
int. no¡se_cont(fLoat *state,fLoat *state_d, ffoaL h. float *output)
t

fLoat minerrlal=[0. 0, 0. 03,0. 03, 0. 00105] ;static float intgt4l:t0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0J ;static flag[4]=[1, I, I, I] ;
float boostthresh[4 ] = { 0. 0, 0 . 15, 0. 15, 0. 0015 J ;float deadcomp [4 ] = { 0. 0, 4 50. 0, 450. 0, 650. 0 } ;float deaddown [ 4 ] : [ 0 . 0 , 5 0 0 . 0 , 5 0 0 . 0 , 8 0 0 . 0 J ;fÌoat deadupt4l=t0. 0, 500. 0, 650 - 0, 1000. 0l ;float qddotnax[4]:[0. 0, 10.0, I0. O, 0.2) ;float err, vel, nonlin, a. ub;
int i;

for ( i:1,.i<:3; i++ ) {
er¡ = state_d [i] -state[i] ;ysf:qddot[i]-qdot[i]; // NoLe: ve1 is in deglsecif(fabs(err)<2.0*mineïrtil && fabs (qddotIi] )<rninerr til ) (

err=0.0; /,/ Don'L adjust very smafl errors
) 7/ (leads to randorn walk in intg)
a=alpha I i ] * ( 0 . 001+fabs ( qddot I i ] /qddormax ti I ) ) ;nonf in=a/ ( a+vel*vel ) ;
intq I i ] += KL t j.l / 4 . O * err xln; / /+Ka I i ] *braking_accef eration ( i ) *h ;intgIi] *= nonlin;
outputIi] = KpIi]*err + inrgIi];

// Enabl-e stictj.on compensal-ion

ub=anri_stick_boost(qdot til, qddot. til ) ;
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if (ub>boostthreshlil ) {
if(ffagIi] && (outpurIi]<deadcomptil ) ) tintg I i ]+:deaddown Ii ] -output I i] ;

flaqIi]=0;
l

J efse if(ub<-boostthreshIi] ) {
if(flagIi] e& (outpurIi]>-deadcomptil ) ) tintg Ii]+=-deadup Ii] -output I i] ;flasIi]=0;
l

J eÌse flag Ii ] =1;
if ( i==2) uboost=1000. 0*ub;

/* Spurious comment *,/
l
outPut[1]=0.0;
output[3]=0.0;
return 1;

]

int equiv_f_cont(float *state,float *state_d, float. h, float *output)
t

ffoat mine¡rlal=[0. 0, 0. 03, 0. 03, 0. 00105J ;static float intgt4l=t0. 0,0. 0, 0.0, 0. 0J ;static flag [4]:{J", I, I, I) ;
float boostthresh[4 ]= t 0. 0, 0. 15, 0. 15, 0. 00151 ;float deadconìp [4 ] = [ 0. O, 450. 0, 450. 0, 6 50 . 0 ] ;float deaddown [4]= { 0. 0, 500. 0, 500. O, 800. O J ;float deadupt4l:{0. 0, 500. 0, 650. 0, lOO0. 0 J ;float qddotnax[4]:[0. 0, rO. 0, 10. 0, 0. 2] ;
float err, vef , nonlin, a, rrb;
i-nt i= 2 ;
void trod_f (fl-oat *f in, float *fôut);
void mod_c(float *uin, float *uout),.
float f_mod[4];
static float fot4l:t0. 0,0.0, 0.0,0. OJ ;static floaL fo2t4l=t0.0,0.0,0. 0,0.0J;

rnod_f ( state_d, f_mod ) ;

err = f_mod[3] - (state[3]+fo[3]+fo2 t3l)/3.0 ;

intg Ii] += Kí[i]//4.0*erïf,h;
outputIi] : Kplil*err + intglil;

mod_c ( output, output ) ;outputlil*:tau'

fo2[3]=fo[3];
fo[3]:state[3];

outPut[1]=0.0;
outPut[3]=0.0;
return 1;

]
//* * * * * * * * ** * * * t * * * * * * * * * f, * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * f * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** //ffoat anti_stick_boost(float v, float v_set)
i

f l-oat b:50 . 0, nonl in;

nonlin = v_set*v set;
nonfin : nonlin/(nonlin + b*v*v + 0.0001); // epsLlon for div by 0return (v_set-v)*nonlin;

l
//********************************************************************************** / :

void set-qd(froat *q-d/ fÌoat time) 
Í1*xtx*********x***// 

|

{
ffoat delxx [4] , delxft4Lx_des [4],x_desiredt4I ;float x_desired_Iess_end t4l, f_desired_fess_end[4] ;float factor;
int i;
void xtoq(ffoat *x, f].oat *q);
void second_order_¡nodel_f (floatr defxf , float* fend) ;void second_order_nodel_x(float* delxx, float* x_desired) ;

x-desired[1]=xi Il];
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x-desired[2]=xi[2J;
x-desired[3]=xi [3];

fd[1]=0.0;
fd[2]=0.0;
fd[3]=0.0;
if ltime>2. 0) fd[3]+=100. 0;

// fd[3]*:¡* (I.O/env + !.0/k);

l
// fd[3]/:k*(7.o/env + I.0/k);

for ( i=1 ; í<:J; i++ ) {
x_desi¡ed_less_end Ii]:x_desiredtil -x til ;f-desired_less_end I i]:fend til -fd t il ;

// Fcrce set-point conpensation

// îcrce set-point reset

second_order_nodel_f (defxf , f_desired_Iess_end) ;
second_order_modef_x ( delxx, x_desired ) ;for ( i=1,'i<:3; i++ ) [

x-des Ii] =delxx Ii]+deIxf I i] ;
l
xtoq ( x_des , 9_d ) ;

l
//* **f***** ********t****t********************************f,******** *f,**** *//
void set*pat:aneters ( )
t

x=vector(1,3);
xd:vector:(.t,3);
:ri=vecLor(1,3);
qd=vector(1,3);
qddot:vecl-or( 1,3 ) ;
qddot[1]=0.0-
qddot[2]:0.0'
qddoL[3]=0.0'
q=vector(1,3);
qi=vector(1,3);
qdot=vector(I,3);
qdot[1]:0.0;
qdot[2]=0.0-
qdot.[3]=0.0-
u:vector(1,3);
fd:vector (1,3);
u[1]=0.0;
u[2]:0.0-
u[3]=0.0;
Highlirnit:vector I 1, 3 ) ;
Hishlinit [ 1]:110 . 0/rLd ;
HighLimit l2l=27 . 0 /rLd ;
Highl,initt3l:1. 828 ; //I.05
LowI,j.mit:vector( l, 3 ) ;
Lowlinit [1 ] =- 110 . o/rLd ;
LowLimit t 2 I =- 30 . O /t:t-d ;
Lowlimj-t[3]=0.788; //0.0
fend:vector(1,3);
fend[1]=0.0'
fend[2]=0.0'
fend[3]=0.0'
alpha:vector( 1,3 ) ;
al"pha [1]:5000.0;
aLpha [2]:8000.0-
aJ-pha[3]:20.0;
Ki:vector(1,3);
Ki[1]:8e5lrtd;
Kí l2l:1"5e4 /rl.d;
Ki [ 3 ]:15e5;
Ka:vector(1,3);
Ka[1]:150.0'
Ka[2]:150.0-
Ka[3]:20000.0;
Kp:vecLor( 1,3 ) ;
Kp [ 1] :3e4,/rtd -

KP[2]:t¿47ty¿ '
Kp [ 3 ]:1e5;
kenv=6200 . 0;
k:50. 0;
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k_i=k;
n=500 .0;
wn:sgrt(k/m);
eta_net = 3.0;
c=2 .0*eta_net*sqrt ( ( k+kenv¡ *m¡ ;
eta=c/(2.0*m*wn) ;

l
//* *************************************************************** ****** *//void mod_f(fl-oat *fin, float *fout) // for equivalence anaLysis
t

static fÌoat xol4l:{0. 0, 0.0, 0. 0, 0. 0} ;static fLoat vot4l=t0. 0,0.0,0.0,0.0J ;float wd,wn=sqrt( (k+kenv)/m), eta=eta_net,.
ffoat et.st,cL,a,b;
int i;

if (eta>1.0) {wd=wn*sqrt(eta*eta-1. 0) ; lelse Iwd=wn*sqrt(1. 0-eta*eta),. J

et=exp ( -deltat*wn*eta ) ;

for(i=f;i<:3;i++¡ I

a=xo I i ] - f in I i ]/ ( k+l{env) ;
b=voIi]+etatwn*a;
if(eta>1.0) [

st=exp (wd*deltat) ;g¡=1st+1./sL)/2.0;
st=(st- I./st),t2.0;
fout I i ] =ç¡r ( a*ct+b*sLlwd ) ;
voIi]=-eta*wn*foutIi] + et*(tvd*a*st+b*ct) ;J else if (eta==l.0) {
fout I i ] =eL* ( a+b*deltat ) ;
vo I i ] =- eta*rvn*foul- [ i ] *b*et ;

J else {
st:sin(wd*deltat) ;
ct=cos (wd*deÌtat) ;
fout I i ] =et* ( a*ct+b*st/wd ) ;voIi]=-eta*rvn*foutIi] + et* ( -wd*a*st+b*ct),.

l
foutIi]+=xoIi] -a;
xolil=foutlil '
foutIi]*=kenv;
]

l
//* ******** **t**************************************************** ****** *//
void rnod_c(ffoat *cin, ffoat *coul) // fot: equivalence analysis
t

static ffoat xol4l={0. 0, 0.0, 0. 0,0. 0l ;static float vot4l=(0. 0.0.0,0.0, 0. 0J ;static float tot4l={0.0, 0.0, 0.0,0.01 ;float wd;
fÌoat et, st, cL, a.b, tmp1, Lrnp2 ;inL i;

if (eta>1.0) [wd=wn*5qrt(eta*eta-1. 0) ; JeJ.se Iwd:wn*sqrt(1. 0-eta*eta ) ; J

et=exp ( -del-tat*wn*eta ),.

for(i=1;i<:3;i++) [

a=xolil -cinlil/k;
b=voIi]+eta*wn*a;
if (eta>1.0 ) [

st.=exp (wd*deltat) ;
s¡:1st+1./sL)/2.O;
st=(st-1./sL)/2.0;
cout I i ] =et* (a *ct.+b*stlwd ) ;voIi]=-eta*wn*coutIi] + et*(wd*a*st+b*ct) ;J else if (eta==1.0) t
cout I i ] =et* (a+b*deltat ) ;
vo I i ] =-s¿¿*wn*cout I i ] +b*et;

J else I
st:sin (lvd*deltat) ;
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ct:cos (wd*deltat ) ;
cout I i ] =eL* ( a*ct+btst/wd ) ;voIi]:-eta*wn*coutIi] + et*( -wd*a*st+brct),.

l
coutIi]+=xolil-a;
tnpl=¡n* 1 cout I i ] -xo I i ] )/deltat;
tmp2=(c*1coutIi] -xolil ) + tnpt-totil )/deJ-tat;toIi]=¿¡n1'
xolil=coutlil '
cout I i ] = ( tnp2+ ( k+kenv ) *cout I i ] ) /kenv ;
Ì

l
//* * * * t * *** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * f, * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
void second_order_model_f (float *delxf, float *fend)
{

staLic float xo[4]=[0.0,0.0, 0. 0,0. 0] ;static ffoat vot4l=t0.0, 0.0, 0. 0,0. 0J ;stat.ic float fo[4]=[0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0J ;static float fo2t4l={0.0,0. 0,0. 0, O.0J ;stat.ic float wd;
float et,st.,cL,a,b;
int i;

if (eta>1. 0) (wd=wn*sql:t(eta*eta-1. 0) ; lelse Iwd:rvn*sqrt ( 1. 0-eta*eta) ; ]

et=exp ( -deLtat f,tsn*eta ) ;

for: ( i=1; i<=3; i.r+ ) [

a=xo Ii ] - ( fend Ii ].r-fo Ij. ] +f o2 lt)) /3. O/k;
b=vo Ii ] -f eta*lvn*a ,.

if(eta>1.0) [
st=exp(wd*deltat);
ct=(st+1./st)/2.0;
"¿=1st-1. /sL)/2.0;
delxf I i ] :et* ( a*ct+b*stlwd ) ;voIi]=-eta*wn*de.Ixf Ii] + e¡* (wd*a*st+b*ct) ;I else if (eta:=1.0) t
del-xf I i] =et* ( a+b*deftat ) ;
vo I i ] : -s¡¿*wn*defxf I i ] +b*et ;

J else I
st:sin(wd*deLtat);
ct=cos (wd*del_tat ) ;
deÌxf I i ] =g¡* ( a*ct+b*stlwd ) ;voIi]:-eta*wn*defxf Ii] + et* ( -wd*a*st+b*ct) ;

]
delxfIi]+=xoIi]-a;
fo2[i]=foIi];
foIi]=fendIi];
xoIi]=detxfIi].
l

l
//* * * * * * *** * * * * * * * * * * * ** * *i * ** * * * * ** * * ** ** * * * * ** * ** * ** * * * * * * ** * * * * * *t * * *
void second_o¡der_model_x(float *del-xx. ffoat rx_desired)
t

static float xot4l:t0.0,0.0, 0. 0,0. 0J ;static ffoat vo[4]:t0.0, 0.0,0. 0,0. 0l ;static float xdot4l=t0.0,0. 0,0. 0, 0.01 ;static ffoat wd;
static int flag=1;
float et,sL,ct,a,b;
inL i;

if( f1a9 ) [
for ( i=1; i<=3 ; i++

xoIi]:xil
xdoIi]=xi

l
flag=9 '

)

)t
il;
lit;

if (eta>Ì. 0 ) {wd=wn*sqrt(eta*eta-1
eJ-se {wd=wn*sqrt (1. 0-eta*eta) ; l

o); l
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et=exp ( -deltat*wn*eta ) ;

for(i=1,.i<=3,'i++) t

a=xo I i ] -x_desired I i] ;
b=vo I i ] +eta*s¡* ( ¿*2* (x_desired I i ] -xdo t i I ) ) ;if(eta>1.0 ) {

st=exp(wd*deltat);
ct: ( st+1. /s t),/2 . O ;
s¡=1st-1./sL)/2.0;
def xx I i ] =et* ( a*ct+b*stlwd ),.voIi]=-eta*wn*deLxxtil + et*(wd*a*st+b*ct) ;I else if (eta==1.0¡ [
deÌxx Ii] =et* (a+b*deltat) ;
vo I i ] =-s¡¿*wn*de]xx I i ] +b*eti

I efse I
st=sin(wd*deÌtat);
ct=cos (wd*deftat ) ;
delxx I i ] =eL* ( a*ct+b* st/wd) ;
voIi]=-eta*wntdelxx Ii] + et* (-wd*a*st+b*ct) .

l
delxxIi]+:xoIi] -a;
xdoIi]=x_desiredIi];
xoIi]:delxr[íl;
l

/+ * * * * * * *i * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * ** * * * * ** * ** *** * ** * //void qtox(ffoat *g, ffoat *x)
t

fÌoat s2, c2, tenp, a2prirne, cì3prirne;

s2=sin(q[2] /rLd);
c2=cos (ql2l/rtd) ;
d3prine:q [3 ] +0 . 788-a4 *sin (q4lrtd) ;
a2prine:a2 -a4 *cos (q4 /r1Ld,) ;
teìnp=d3prine*c2+a 2primers 2 ;
x I l] :cos (q I I ]/rtd) *temp;
x [ 2 ] =sin (q I I] /rLd)*temp;
x [ 3 ] :-d3prinìe*s 2+a2prime*c2 ;

l
//* + * * ** x ** * * * * * * * * * * * i * * t * * * * * * * * ** *** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **
void xtoqlfloat *x, float tq) 

xx*x**************** *//

t
float ternp, a2prirne. d3prirne, limit,dplus, ap.lus ;

dplus=-a4*s in (q4 /rLd) ;
aplus=-a4*cos ( q4/rtd ) ;
a 2prime:a 2+apIus ;
temp=sqrt(x [1] *x [1] +x [ 2] *x[ 2] ) ;

/* C}:eck thaL set-point is roughly within operating envelope */
f init=Lowl,imit [ 3 ] +dplus ;
if (ternp<tirnit ) {

xl1.l /=r.enp/ I imit ;
x12) //=t enp/ l irnit;
tenp:l imit ;
printf ( "Modifying set.-poinL: Lower limit on d3\n,,) ;J eJ-se if (temp>(timii:=(HighlJimit[3]+dptus)*cos(Highlimitt2l 

) ) ) {x t I ) / =t:et;ilp /,I imi t ;
xÍ21'/=ter;9/l- init;
tenp:J. init ;
printf ( "r'todifying set-point : Upper limiL on d3\n,,¡ ;l

limit=(HighlimiLt3l+dplus)fsin(-Highlimit[2])+aprus*cos(-Highlimi,-l2l);
if (x[3]<Iimir) {

printf ( "l-fodifying set-point : Z Loo low\n,, ) ;x[3]=tinir,
I e.Ise if ( x [ 3 ] > ( limit= ( Highlimir [ 3 ] +dplus ) *sin ( -Lowlirnit [ 2] )+aplus*cos(-Lowlimit[2] ) ) ) tprintf (,'tfodifying set-point: Z Loo high\n,,¡;

x[3]=limit;
l
qII] =atan2( x[21,x[1] ) *rLd;
d3prirne=sqrt. ( temp*temp+x [ 3 ] *x [ 3 ] -a2p¡ime*a 2prirne ) ;
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q[ 2] =atan2 ( - (d3prime*x [ 3 ] -a2prime*temp),
(d3prirne*temp+a2prineÈx [ 3] ¡ ¡ *¡¡¿,

q [ 3 ] =d3prirne-dpIus - 0 . 788 ;
I
//* ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
void get-foffset(void) 

xxl*xxrt************************ */

{
int i:0 , va1ue,-
f loat f sum=O . 0,.

clrscr ( ) ;printf ( "I'feasuring fo¡ce sensor bias . . \n " ) ;while (i++<500) {
vafue = get_a_to_d(15) ;
fsum*:value*20.O/66.0*9.8/2.2; // Newtons (I think)

l
foffset=fsum/i;

]

//* 
******** ********************************f********************** 

****** *//

void nrerror(char *error_text)
t

fpliutf (stderl:, "NuÌìerical Recipes Run-time e.rror. . .\11,,) ;fprintf(stderr, "eós\n!',erïor_text) ;
fprintf (stdel:r,', . . .now eriting to sysLem. . .\n,,) ;exit(1);

l
//* ****x*** ***************f,*****i*****************t**********t**** x***** *//
voicì free_vecl-or(float *v,long nI, Iong nh)
t

free((char*) (v+nl));
l

//* x* * *** * * * ** * * t * f * * ** * * ** f, ** * ** * * * + * * * * f, * * * * * * È f,* * * * f * * * *:
float *vector(fong nr,rong nh) 

(1rxxF1*xxtt***************f,***** *//

t
ffoat *v ;

v=(fÌoal t)nalloc( (unsigned) (nh-nf+1)*sizeof (float) ) ;if ( ! v) nrerror( "alfocaton failr:re in vector ( ) " ) ;return v- nI,'
l
//* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * + + + + + + t
trigger-switch( ) 

"'^^^/

{
static int d_bit=l,flag=1;
if ((inportb (A_To_D_BASE_ADDRESS + 3) & f):= 1) flag = 1,if ((inportb (A_To_D_BASE_ADDRESS + 3) & t) == 0)

(

if(flag := 1)
t
if(d_bir == 1) d_bit = 0.

else rì-bit : 1;
outportb(D_To_A_BASE_ADDRESS + 14 , d_bit) ;flag = 6'
gotoxy(LO,20);
if (d_bit :=1 )prinLf ( "cLosED" ) ;else printf ( "OPEN ,,) ;

]

wr ite_inf ormation_to_mon itor ( )
t
clrscr ( ) ;
puts(t' RESPONSE IS 609 oF MAXIMUùÍ FoR AIfATURE OpERÀTIoN!,,);
puts ( "-r'++++++++++ joystick inputs +++++++++++++++++++++++++" ) ;puts(r' x Y z \.1 u R.);gotoxy(1,5);
puts( "+++++++++++ VÀLVE OUTPUTS +++++++++++++++++++++++++++'t ) ;puLs('r X y z \t U ,,),goLoxy(l,B);
puts('r -- pressures ---- ----',);puts('r rot_left tot right extend retraci_ up down,,);
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puLs(rr DIGITÀL:");
puts ('r 0. 1 VOLT: ,' 

) ;
puts(I'FoRcE(LB);");
puts (rrNET FORCE: ,' 

) ;

gotoxy(I,74);
puts ('r+++++++++++ JOINT
puts ( "
puts (',
puts("\nForce gauge=
gotoxy( I,24) ;
whiJ-e (kbhit() ) getch(

puts(" PRESS ANy
getch( ) ;
gotoxy ( 7,24) ;
puts("PRESS ÀNy KEy TO
t1 = readtimer( );

l

void initiafize_pio12 ( )
t
outportb (pro12_BASE ADDRESS+3 .I28+

cooRDTNATES +++++++++++++++++++++++!, ),.Y z w u,,);rNlouT SPIDOWN ROLL PrTcH,') ;digital, = Volts, : pounds,,);

); /* clear keyboard buffer */
KEY TO *** START *** THJS PROGRAM'' );

x
ROTÀTE

void initialize*d_to_a ( )
t
ouLporirb(D_1o_A_BASE*ADDRESS + 15, 0xg2); /* nakes port an output port: */
outportb(D_TO_À_BASE_ADDRESS + 14 , L ); /* !,¡RITE INITIAL CLOSU COÈû,ÍAND*,/
l

18); /* rnakes port c(lower) output whilepol:ts À and B are inputs*/
l

int. 9et_a*to_d( int a_to_d*channeL)
t

int. input_value;

outportb ( À_TO_D_BASE_ADDRESS +
delay(1);

2, a_to_d_channel) ;/* set- channef*/

outportb ( A_To_D_BASE_ADDRESS , 0 ) ;
/*cause conversion on chosen channel *,/

while( (inportb(A_To_D_BAsE_ADDREsS + B) & 0xB0) != 0);
/* waiL for completed conversion */

inpllt_va1ue :inportb (A_TO_D_BASF,!ÀDDRESS )/16 +
inportb(A_To_D_BASE_ADDRESS+f ) *16 - 2048 ;

if(abs(input_vafue)>0) /* 40 ís a good dead band *,/
return ( input_va Iue ),.
else return(0);

]

void zero_voJ-tage_and_current_outputs ( )
t

data = 2048;
for (d_to_a_channel :0; d_to_a_channel < 6;
d_to_a_channel++ ) out_d_to_a (data ) ;

]

void out_d_to_a(data)
{

int data_high, data_Iow;

if (data > 4095) data = 4095;
if(data<0 )data=q;
data = (data -2048)*3/5+2048; ,/* reduce response for antature operator */data_high : (data/256) ;
data_low : data - data_high * 256;
ouLportb(D-To-A-BÀsE-ADDREss + 2*d_to_a_channer-, data_rorv) ;outportb(D_TO_A_BASE_ADDRESS + 2*d_to_a_channel- +1, dat.r_high) ;

)
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void initiaJ.izetimer ( void )
{

outportb ( 0x043, 0x034 ) ;
asm jnp short NullJump1

Nì.rllJumpL: ,'

outportb ( 0x040, 0x000 ) ;
asn jnp short Nufl,furnp2

Nul-lJunp2: ;
outportb ( 0x040, 0x000 ) ;

l

void restoretiner(void)
{

outportb ( 0x04 3, 0x036 ) ;
asm jmp short Nul"lJunpl

NulÌJumpl : ,'

outportb ( 0x040 / 0x000 ) ;
asm jnp short Nufl"Jump2

NullJunp2: ;
out.portb ( 0x040, 0x000 ) ;

ì

Iong readtinelr(void)
t
asnt cli /*
asìn tnov dx,020ìr /*
asrn tnov al ,004h /*
asm out dx,al
asrn tìlov al,00h /*
asn out 043h, al
asm in al, dx /*
asm nov di, ar /*
asm in al, 040h
asììÌ ìtov bl , aI /t
asm in aI,040ìr
asìn mov bh, al /*
asrn nol- bx /*
asm in af,021h /*
asrn tnov si,ax /*
asm nov al,00FFh /x
asm out 021h, al
asln ntov ax,040h /*
asm nov es/ax /*
asm mov dx,es: [06Ch]
asm mov ax, si /*
asm out 021h, al
asm sti /*
asìn mov ax, di /*
asm test al,001h /*
asm jz done /*
asncnp bx,OFFh /*
asm ja done /*
as¡n inc dx /*
done: ;
asm mov ax,bx /*

l

Disable inl-errrpts */
Address pIC ocw3 */
Àsl< t.o read irr x/

Latch tilner 0 */

Read irr */
Save it tn DI */

/* Countet: --> bx*/
LSB iN BL */

I'ÍSB in BH * /
Need ascending counter */
Read PIc imr */
Save it in SI *,/

Ifask alf interrupts */

read low word of time */
frotn BIoS data area */

Restore imr fron SI */

Enabfe interrupts */
Retrieve old irr * /
Counter hit 0? */
Jump if not */
Counter > 0x0FF? */
Done if so */
Efse count int req. *7

set function result */

//* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //void regress_vetocity_vector(doubfe time, fLoat *x, float. *v/ int i)

i

x[1->3] position vector
v[1->3] output velocity vector
O<=i<MAX-REG quantity index. arr.owing different concurrent regressions

int j,k;
st.atic double tIN*reg] IMAX_REG],angIN_reg] t3l [MÀX_REG] ;static doubr-e srunx2[3] [MAX-REG],suntxt3l [r.rÀx_REG],..uoi¡31 [I{Àx_REc]

sumt []íÀX_REGI , surnt2 IMÀX_REG] ;static int f :1, f lag II{AX_REG ] , p ItrAX_REc] ;

/* Velocity initializatton */

if ( i>=t'fÀx_REG) return;
if(f) t
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for ( j=0 ; j <l'fÀX_REG ; j ++ )
fLagtjl=1;
ptil=0;

l
if(flastil) {

for(k=0;k<3;k++) [
for( j=0 ; j<N_reg; j++) t

ttj I til=tine* (1-0.04* (N_reg-j ) ) ;angIj] tkl til:xlk+11;
]
sumxlkl Ii]:0.0;
sunx2[k][i]=0.0;
suntx Ik] [i]:0 .0;
suntlil:0'0-
sunt2[i]=0.0;
vIk+1]:0.0-
t[1] [i]=0.0;
forll=g ; j<N_reg; j++) t

sumx[k] [i] 1: angtjl tkl til;
suutx2[k] [i] +: ansIj] [k] til * anqtjl tklsurntx[k] [i] +: angIj] [k] til * rtjl til;su¡ntIi] += tIj][i];
sumt2[i] += rljllil * rIj]til;

l
l
flagIi]:0;

l

/* Update su)Ìs *,/
surntIi] += tirne - ttp til I til;sunt2[i] +: time*tirue - rlptill til*ttptill til;
for(k=0;k<3;k++) [

til

/* Update sums *,/
sumxIk] [i] += xlk+11 _ ans[pti] I tkl til;
sumx2[k] [i] += xIk+l]*xIk+1] - ang[pti]l tkl Ii]*angtptill tkl til;sumrxIk] [i] += x[k+t]*time _ angtpIi] I tkl til*rlptil I til;
/* Store current. val-ue over oldest vaLue *,/
ans[pIi] I tkl til = xlk+11;

/***************t*******t*******//
/* Actuaf veJ_ocity calcul-ation */
//* * * * * * * * t* * * ** **** *** * * * * * * * * * * //

if ((N_regrsurnr2[i]-(sumrIi]*su¡nttil)) t= 0.0 &e ttptil+1llil t= 0.0)I vlk+1] : (float) ( (N_reg*sumtxtkl til - sumttij*sunxtkl til )

e]-se I vlk+1] 1to".ot'"n""-tt2til 
- surntIi]*suntlil ) ) ; ]

gotoxy ( 1, 18 ) ;
l

/* Store current value over oldest and increment point,er */ttptill Ii] = rirne;
pIi]+=1;
if (p Ii]>=¡¡_reg) p Ii]=o ;

l

void store_data ( int i )
{

]
f:0;

data_b1ock
data_bIock
data_bl-ock
data block
data bloc
data_block
data_block
data_bLock
dat.a_b1ock
clata_b lock
data block

ND_tl Ii]=tine;
t¡D*f I Ii]=q[1];
ND_ldl Ii]=qd[1];
ND 2l til=o[2ì:

IND_2dl til=qdt2l;
IND_31 til=qt3l;

ND_3dl Ii]=qd [3] ;
ND_u2l Ii]=u[2];
ND-forcel I il =fend [3] ;
ND_fdl til=fdt3l;
r,rD_kl Ii]=k;
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void save_data( )

t
fLoat fi:0. 0,offset[4] ;
int. i=0, j ;

príntf("saving td data points, spaced
open_f iJ.es ( savedi.r ) ;
q[1] =data_block I IND_1] [i ] ;
q[ 2 ] =data_block IrND_2] [i ] ;
q[ 3 ] =data_bJ.ock I rND_3 ] [i ] ;qtox(q,x);
offset[1]=0.0+xi [1];
offset[2]=0.0+xi[2];
offset[3]:0.0+xi[3];
for( i=0; icndaLa,.i++ ) [

q[ 1]=data_bfock I rND_1] [ i] ;
q [ 2]=data_bl-ock I rND_2] ti I ;
e[3 ]=data_bfock IrND_3] til ;qtox(q,x);

by Bf seconds. . .\n",ndata,DTSAVE)

qd [1]:datâ_block IrND_1d] til ;
Çd [ 2] =¿¿¡^_bÌock ItND_2d] til ;
qd [3]=dara_block IrND_3d] til;
qLox(qd,xd);
fpr:inLf(fout, "tf\tgf\n",data-brocktrND_tl Ii],data_bloci([rND_force] [i] )fprint.f(fdout,"rf\teóf\n",data_blocktrND_tlIi],dar;_brocktr¡lo_fdlliil;
fprintf ( zout, " å f\ts f\n',, dara_block t rND_t I I i l, x t 3 I _;f fser t 3 I ) ;fprint.f (zcìout-,,'rf\tBf\n,',dara_bfocktrND_rl til,xai3l _of fser [3] );fprint.f ( xlout, " eo f \teo f\Lt f\tC f\ t? f \tg f \n,,, data*block l rND_t l t i j ;data_b1ock IrND_force] [i], clata_block t rND_fdl ti.l,x[3] -offser[3],xd[3] -offset[3],

data_block IrND_u2] [ i] ) ;
)

close_files( );
l

void open_fil-es ( char *dir 
)

t
char st,ring[60];

strcat(dir, "\\" );
strcpy(string.dir);
st,rcat(string, "f . exp" ) ;
fouL=openf il"e(string, "rv" ),.
strcpy ( string , dir ) ;
strcat ( string, "fd. exp" ) ;
fdout=openf ile ( st.ring, "w" ) ;strcpy(string,dir);
slrcat( slring,,' z. exp,' ) ;
zout:openf ile (string, "rv" ) ;strcpy(string,dir);
strcat(string, "zd. exp" ) ;
zdout:openf il-e ( string, ',w" ) ;strcpy(string,dir);
strcat(sLring,',x1. exp" ) ;
xlout=openf ile ( string,'tw" ) ;

l

FILE* openfile¡char *fiLename/ char *mode)
t

FILE *fP;
if ( ( fp:fopen ( filenarne, mode ) )::NULL) {printf ( " Error openning fife Bs for ts\n,, . filename, node ) ;exit(f);
I else { return fp; I

]

void cfose_f il-es (void)
t

fclose(fout);
fclose(fdout);
f close ( zoLlt ) ;
fcl-ose(zdout);
fclose(xlout);

l
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//* 
* * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * f * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

void path(fLoat *g_des,ftoat *gdot_des,float pos_min,fì.oat pos_rnax,float
ftoat t_traj [],float t_acc,fJ.oat time¡

/* T = vector of times at constant veÌocity (v+/ 0/ v-)t_traj = times in different portions of trajectory
t_acc = (T[0]-L_traj 101)/2, but have 4*t_acc per segment */

{
float t_ref;
if(tine<=t_traj [0] )

trajectory(pos_min.pos_max, T [0], t_acc,tine,q_des,qdot_des ) ;íf(tíne>t_traj [0] && tine<=t_traj [0]+t_traj tll ) t

rtl

tine-:t_traj [0];
trajectory(pos_max,pos_max, T [1] , t_acc, tirne, q_des, qdot_des ) ;l

if(time>t_traj [0]+t_rraj t1l && ti¡ne<=t_traj [0]+t_Lnaj t1l+t_traj t2l ) {ti¡ne-:(t_traj [0]+t_traj t1l );
tra j ectory ( pos_max , pos_¡nín, T [2] , L_acc , time , q_des , qdot_des ) ;

)

if ( time>t_tra j [0 ] +t_tra j [1 ] +t_tra j [ 2 ] ) *q_des=*qdot_des:0 . 0,.
l

void tr:ajector:y1fJ-oar- qi.froat qf,floar- T,f.toaL L_acc,ffoat t_rer,froat *q_des,
float *qdot*des 

)
t

fÌoat À,B, C,dB,dC, h, 1-iny;
if(t_rel<T) A=B=qi;
else I

h=1.0-t_acclT;
a= 1qf -qi ) *ìrl-qi;
B:qf;

l
c=qf;
dB=A-B;
dC:C-B;
if (t_ret<2. 0*t_acc) {

h=L_reJ./( 2 .0*t_acc ) ;
*9_des= 

1 ( dC*t_acc/T+dB ) * ( 2 . O -h¡ *11*¡- 2 . 0*dB ) *h+A ;*qdot_des= ( (dC*t_acclT+dB) * ( 1. 5-h) *2. O*h*h-dB \ /L_acc;
]
if(t_re]>=2.0*t_acc e& t_reÌ<T) {

6= 1 t_re} - t_acc) /T ;
*q_des=dC*h+8,.
*qdot_des:dC/T;

l
if (l_rel>:T¡ {

h= ( t_rel -T ) / ( 2. 0 * L_aec) ;*9-des= 
1 ( dC*t_acclT+dB ) * ( 2 . 0 -h) *h*h- 2 . 0*dB ) *h+A ;*qdot_des: ( (dc*t_acclT+dB) * ( 1. 5-h) *2. 0*h*h-dB ) /L_ac,c;

]
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